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Abstract: 
 Since the later 1990s research into Immersion, Presence and 
Interactivity in the context of digital media has been steadily evolving 
into an exciting area of experimentation, fueled by advances in the 
visual, audio and tracking capabilities of Virtual Reality (VR) 
equipment, thanks to these improvements studies into the 
effectiveness of this equipment in producing an immersive experience 
are now possible. This is most commonly achieved by measuring the 
perceived level of Presence experienced by participants in virtual 
environments, with the higher the sense of Presence created, the 
more effective a VR system is deemed to be. However, due to the 
current limitations of Haptic interaction methods investigation into the 
role that touch plays in generating this sense of Presence is somewhat 
restricted. Following a structured process of design and research work, 
this project presents a new approach to creating Haptic Interaction by 
deploying a Haptic Prototyping Toolkit that enables Passive Haptic 
Interactions in Virtual Environments. The findings of this work provide 
the foundations for future research into the development of interaction 
methods of this type.  
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Introduction (1) 
(1)Introduction 
Virtual reality of a good enough quality to create an immersive 
experience for a user has been possible for several years. Since the 
Oculus Rift (Oculus, 2020) first went on sale in 2016. Followed by the 
HTC VIVE (Valve, 2017), PlayStation VR (‘PlayStation VR’, 2019) and 
a vast range of mobile phone powered headsets. Both commercial and 
academic interest in the field is steadily increasing. The Virtual Reality 
industry was valued at $11.5 Billion in 2019 and is predicted to grow to 
$85 Billion within the next five years. (MordorIntelligence, 2019).  
The ability of the current generation of VR equipment to create an 
immersive experience comes from advances in several disciplines. 
Advances in the quality of small high-resolution screens and improved 
dedicated graphics cards have resulted in the creation of visually 
stunning virtual worlds, and lightweight head-mounted displays (HMD), 
for example, the HTC Vive. (Valve, 2017) Improved body tracking 
technology has resulted in the ability to move naturally around 
increasing areas of play. HTC Vive’s maximum play area is now 10x10 
meters, for example. (Valve, 2017) Adoption of Ambisonics for the 
creation of 3D-sound has enabled crisp and realistic audio to be 
played back through most stereo headsets. (Horsburgh, Mcalpine and 
Clark, 2011). 
The exact nature of the role these advances play in creating an 
immersive experience is the focus of a growing area of research. This 
research is based on three pillars of VR: Immersion, Presence and 
Interactivity(IPI). (Slater and Wilbur, 1997; Singer and Witmer, 1998; 
Mütterlein, 2018) Since the late 1990s researchers have been 
investigating the effects of VR equipment on user immersion, by 
measuring the perceived sense of Presence a participant experiences. 
(Singer and Witmer, 1998) The research can be classified into two 
approaches; one investigates IPI to further design of future technology. 
(Slater and Wilbur, 1997) The other examines IPI to find better real-
world applications for VR. (Cheng and Cairns, 2005) The evidence 
presented in the form of a literature review chapter 2 of this thesis will 
expand on these principles in more detail.  A particularly exciting area 
for research is the role that Haptic interactions play in creating an 
immersive experience, as the technology required to engage the touch 
sense is not as well developed as the systems for creating audio and 
visual stimulus. According to Michael Abrash speaking in 2015, while 
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at the time chief scientist at Facebook Reality Labs (formerly Oculus 
VR). “There’s simply no existing technology or research that has the 
potential to produce haptic experiences on a par with the real world, so 
any solution will have to come from breakthrough research “(Abrash, 
2015.) As the analysis of past and present research into Haptics 
presented in the literature review will show, there is still a great deal of 
potential for further research and design work into improving Haptic 
based Human-Computer Interaction in Virtual Reality.  
 Current approaches to Haptics can be classified into two fields; 
Active and Passive. Active Haptics aims to artificially stimulate the 
touch sense through augmentation of the hands through the use of 
gloves or an exoskeleton. (Bouzit et al., 2002; Gu et al., 2016) Passive 
Haptics focuses on engaging the natural touch sense through the use 
of hand-tracking technology. (Whitton et al., 2005; Simeone and 
Velloso, 2015) As the evidence presented will show, both approaches 
currently have limitations. One proposed solution to Passive Haptics 
that has potential to be developed further is Substitutional Reality 
(Simeone, Velloso and Gellersen, 2015), the idea of overlaying digital 
content onto physical objects which act as proxies for their virtual 
counterparts. However, in its current form, the level of Interactivity 
offered by SR is limited to interactions with static objects.    
The objective of this research project is to design and test a 
prototype system for creating more natural Interactivity in a Virtual 
Environment, by building on the pre-existing work conducted into 
Substitutional Reality and utilising hand-tracking technology and the 
advances in HMDs. The proposed method to achieve this will be 
through the creation of a development toolkit, that will provide a 
system for rapid prototyping of haptic hardware and allow for 
experimentation in the field of immersive experiences. This prototype 
system will then be used to conduct a comparison study measuring the 
impact on users’ immersion in virtual reality when using passive 
haptics over standard V.R. controllers.  
The research, design and evaluation work that forms the main 
body of work of this thesis will be presented using the following 
structure—beginning with the presentation of evidence which supports 
the aim of the research objective in the form of a literature review 
establishing the motivation behind the problem space this work will 
address, looking at the history and recent advances of virtual reality 
and haptics, the importance of interaction with objects and engaging 
touch in creating a sense of presence in users in virtual environments.  
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Following this, is a chapter to explain how the initial design 
concept and brief where created from the evidence presented by the 
literature review and establishing a set of clear research objectives 
and design criteria.   
The next two chapters present the design and prototyping 
process, which occurred concurrently during development. For ease of 
reading, the design research is presented first, followed by the 
prototyping phase. A concluding design chapter follows this, showing 
how the final prototype was developed in preparation for the evaluation 
phase. 
Evaluation is presented in three parts, looking at how the test 
environment was created, analysing the outcomes of the experiment 
based on the technical performance of the system and analysis of 
statistical data collected and observations made. Concluding with a 
review of how well the final design of the hardware toolkit adheres to 
the design criteria set at the start of the project.  
The thesis will conclude with a final overview of the outcome of 
the research project, highlighting possibilities for further development 
and future work, the successes and shortfalls in the design solution 
created and the possible impact the findings may have with regards to 
its value as a research tool.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
**End of Chapter, space left intently blank** 
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Literature Review (2) 
(2.1) Introduction:  
The purpose of this literature review is to show evidence in support 
of the proposed research objective presented in the opening chapter. 
Highlighting the Haptic Interaction is a critical element of creating an 
immersive virtual experience and that current approaches have 
limitations, based on their cost, technical difficulty of implementation 
and portability, all of which present a barrier with regards to research 
into Immersion Presence and Interactivity in virtual environments.  
In the subsequent sections of this chapter, academic and technical 
evidence that supports the argument for the development of an 
accessible haptic feedback solution will be analysed. Evidence is 
presented to outline a design problem space and to highlight the gaps 
in knowledge that must be addressed to create a viable design 
solution. This information is structured into sub-sections.  
The first section contains a discussion on the concepts of 
Immersion, Presence and Interactivity in the context of Virtual Reality. 
The objective is to establish clear definitions for each term and 
highlight the wide range of approaches which influenced the field in the 
past twenty years. This section also emphasises the critical role that 
Haptics plays in Human-Computer Interaction. In the second section, a 
review of research and design work of the technology created to 
stimulate the senses in a virtual environment is presented. The focus 
is on the development of visual and haptic technology to further 
highlight the current gaps in knowledge and limitations of the 
approaches.  
The conclusion to the literature review will highlight where the gaps 
in current research and development are. Which of these gaps, this 
thesis will aim to address and the intended approach to the research 
process to develop a design solution. 
 
(2.2) Immersion, Presence and Interactivity:  
 Research into the role of Immersion, Presence and Interactivity 
in virtual environments (VE) is a relatively new field. The evidence 
presented in this chapter outlines the concepts and proposed 
definitions of each, highlighting that this is an evolving field with a great 
deal of opportunity for further research.  
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 The publication of two opposing theories on the concepts and 
roles of Immersion, Presence and Interactivity in VE published in the 
late 1990s inspired a greater interest in and discussion of the field. In 
1996 and 1997, researchers released two papers that presented 
Immersion as a measure of a technology's ability to engage the human 
senses. First, in 1996 an article titled "Immersion, Presence and 
Performance in virtual environments: An Experiment with Tri-
Dimensional Chess" (Slater et al., 1996), introduced the idea. The 
concept was then expanded on in a second paper in 1997, which 
posited that "Immersion is a description of a technology, and describes 
the extent to which the computer displays are capable of delivering an 
inclusive, extensive, surrounding, and vivid illusion of reality to the 
senses of a human participant." (Slater and Wilbur, 1997, p. 3) They 
present evidence to support the higher the quality of technology, the 
better its ability to engage the senses, and therefore, a higher sense of 
Presence is perceived by the user. Through the comparative study of 
this sense of Presence, Immersion can be measured objectively and 
subjectively and is, therefore, a means to assess the quality of the 
technology applied to a VE (Slater and Wilbur, 1997).  
A second publication followed a year later from researchers at 
the US Army Institute for the Behavioural and Social Sciences, 
Measuring Presence in Virtual Environments: A Presence 
Questionaire, presenting a counter-argument. (Singer and Witmer, 
1998). In this paper, they state, "Immersion is a psychological state 
characterised by perceiving oneself to be enveloped by, included in, 
and interacting with an environment that provides a continuous stream 
of stimuli and experiences." (Singer and Witmer, 1998, p. 227).  
In their paper, Witmer and Singer not only presented an 
opposing argument to that of Slater and Wilber but very clearly state 
that they do not agree with the original concept that Immersion is a 
measure of the technical ability of the system through which a VE is 
experienced. (Singer and Witmer, 1998, p. 227) Their perspective says 
more components of Presence must be considered to measure 
Immersion citing Control, Sensory, Distraction and Realism as factors 
that contribute to a sense of Presence, which generates a sense of 
Immersion in a user. As this is a psychological response, they propose 
Immersion should, therefore, be measured subjectively(Singer and 
Witmer, 1998). 
Singer, Slater, Wilber and Witmer offer different approaches to 
what constitutes the concept of Immersion in a VE; however, where 
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they both agree is on the importance of Interactivity, definitions of 
Presence and to an extent the methodology in collecting data.  
Both cases propose the need for activity-based stimulus within 
the VE, and the requirement of some form of a visual avatar, which 
combined can engage the user's senses, and facilitate interaction. 
Interactivity is shown as a crucial component in both theories of 
Immersion, as without it, you fail to create a sense of Presence in the 
user, which is critical as Presence is proposed as the metric for 
measuring Immersion in VE (Slater and Wilbur, 1997; Singer and 
Witmer, 1998).  
Presence is defined in both theories as the ability of a VE to 
generate a sense of 'being there'; a sense of being present in a virtual 
location, even though physically you are situated in another(Slater and 
Wilbur, 1997; Singer and Witmer, 1998). In the paper by Slater and 
Wilbur, they also refer to earlier work by Steur that theorises "presence 
is the central goal of "virtual reality", perhaps a defining feature" (Steur 
1992, cited Slater and Wilbur, 1997). There is a foundation of research 
that supports this (Heeter, 1992; Held and Durlach, 1992; Loomis, 
1992; Sheridan, 1992; Steur, 1992; Barfield and Weghorst, 1993; 
Barfield et. al., 1995, cited Slater and Wilbur, 1997)(Sheridan (1992), 
Held and Dulach (1992), cited Singer and Witmer, 1998). Slater and 
Wilbur suggest from this research. "The fundamental idea is that 
participants who are highly present should experience the VE as the 
more engaging reality than the surrounding physical world, and 
consider the environment specified by the displays as places visited 
rather than as images seen" (Slater and Wilbur, 1997, p. 4).  
Beyond the agreed definition of Presence, there is a unilateral 
agreement that Presence is a psychological state, that is subjective; 
therefore, it can be measured. Singer, Slater, Wilber and Witmer all 
propose using a questionnaire designed to obtain psychological 
responses on how engaging users found a particular experience or 
activity in a VE (Singer and Witmer, 1998; Slater, 1999). Slater, 
however, went on to explain in a follow-up paper in 1999. That in his 
proposed theory of Immersion, the external influences outlined by 
Singer and Witmer were personal responses of the user and should be 
excluded from consideration, as their subjective nature could lead to 
misdirection in evaluating the technology. He concludes by defining his 
term for Immersion as "system immersion" and theirs as "immersive 
response" to attempt to alleviate future confusion. (Slater, 1999) 
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 Measuring personal response to the system is his criticism of 
the approach taken by Singer and Witmer. The issue he raises with 
measuring the immersive response is that if two people of different skill 
levels experience the same VE, a sports simulation is the given an 
example, one is likely to have a more enjoyable and therefore more 
immersive experience. This subjective nature of the data gathered is, 
Slater proposes, not an accurate measure of the Immersion of the VE 
as outside factors can influence it. Slater offers an alternative that 
"metrics can be established which are descriptions of the system, and 
not descriptions of people's responses to the system" (Slater, 1999, p. 
1), allowing for the objective collection of data. In conclusion, Slater 
concedes that until the discovery of these metrics, Immersion has to 
be measured using questionnaires based on subjective responses to 
experience in VE (Slater, 1999).   
These two opposing concepts of what constitutes measurable 
Immersion in the context of virtual reality have informed the foundation 
for the continued research into the field. On one side, there is a 
traditional scientific and technical approach that builds on the concept 
presented by Slater et al., "system immersion" (Slater, 1999): 
measuring Presence as a metric of Immersion by comparing the 
results to different experiences to virtual reality systems based on the 
applied technology. Drawing conclusions on which method generates 
a more immersive experience, based on user observation and 
feedback; identifying "important factors that contribute to presence" 
that can be used to "guide the future of the technology." (Slater and 
Wilbur, 1997, p. 8). This approach implies measuring Immersion as a 
design tool for improving future VR systems.  
On the other is a social science approach based in part on the 
work of Singer and Witmer, immersive response (Slater, 1999). Where 
participants undergo an experience in a VE and using a control group 
for comparison, Immersion is assessed on the answers to a 
psychological set of questions. This approach can be seen as 
measuring Immersion as the psychological effects of experiencing a 
virtual environment. The implied purpose here being, gathering 
knowledge to understand the potential real-world applications of VR.  
The twenty years since these theories first published have seen 
a wealth of research carried out following aspects of both approaches, 
contributing to the evolution of the field.  
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MIT issued a paper in 2000 studying the influence of haptic 
Interaction in VE, aiming to increase understanding on designing 
human-computer interfaces by investigating haptic feedback  
(Basdogan et al., 2000).  
In 2001, Schubert, Friedmann and Regenbrecht published an 
alternative to the presence questionnaire created by Singer and 
Witmer. Through the study of responses to over 500 online 
participants, they refined and created the IPQ, IGroup Presence 
Questionaire, consisting of 13 questions designed to measure 
Presence in between-group studies. Made up of three subcategories; 
"Spatial Presence- the sense of being physically present in the VE, 
Involvement - measuring the attention devoted to the VE and the 
involvement experienced, Experienced Realism - measuring the 
subjective experience of Realism in the VE" (igroup.org, 2001). The 
resulting data provides a presence profile of the application or 
technology being compared. 
At the start of 2003, Slater published "A note on Presence 
Terminology" (Slater, 2003), in which he discusses further the different 
concepts of Immersion and Presence. He reinforces his original 
comments from 1999 (Slater, 1999), that Presence is a response to 
the immersiveness of a system. He concludes by proposing a range of 
areas for further research, giving examples as:- the relationship 
between Immersion and Presence, characteristics of an experience 
that will make it involving, requirements of a system to induce 
Presence – either through increased realism or better simulation of the 
human senses. (Slater, 2003)  
In 2004 Brown and Cairns presented their findings on game 
immersion. By interviewing gamers for their perspective of Immersion, 
they draw conclusions that introduce levels of Immersion: 
engagement, engrossment and total Immersion, proposing each as 
further areas of research and the latter as being the principal goal of 
VR (Brown and Cairns, 2004)  
In 2005 Mestre published a paper "Immersion and Presence", 
discussing further the notions of Presence and its usefulness in 
measuring whether users' experiences in VR have some validity in real 
life (Mestre, 2005). Also in 2005, Cheng and Cairns conducted a study 
to try and understand how Immersion works by attempting to break it, 
by lowering graphical realism. Their findings were the opposite of their 
expectations, concluding "we expected that inconsistencies in realism 
would have a negative impact on Immersion. Our studies show, 
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however, that an immersive experience, once achieved, could, in fact, 
help to overcome other usability issues" (Cheng and Cairns, 2005, p. 
4) opening up another area of a potential investigation. In November 
the same year, a literature review of the field from the DARWARS 
Training Impact group looked at the potential for immersive 
experiences as tools for training and learning opportunities. 
Concluding that a sense of Presence created in a PC-based 
environment, should lead to a more significant transfer of knowledge, 
but noting that there isn't enough research into the area to comment 
on definitively. "One would expect that these effects would increase 
learning and ensure transfer. However, there is precious little research 
that proves this. We recommend that researchers take on this 
mission". (Alexander et al., 2005, p. 9)   
In 2006 Cairns et al. published a paper positing a new 
hypothesis on how to measure Immersion objectively, through the 
study of the body and eye movement and task completion time 
recorded during an immersive gaming experience, rather than by 
capturing data after the fact. (Cairns et al., 2006) A report published in 
2008 by Jennett et al. discusses the findings of experiments to test 
these new approaches to collecting immersion data quantitatively. 
Their results showed that both task completion time and rate of eye 
movement could be used as metrics for measuring Immersion 
objectively. At the same time, data could also be collected by 
questionnaires subjectively to complement this. (Jennett et al., 2008). 
Reinforcing Slater's earlier theory that metrics can be identified to 
measure Immersion objectively. (Slater, 1999) 
The findings of a series of test experiments conducted by 
Spanlang et al. published in 2010 discuss incorporating a full-body 
avatar with haptic feedback in a VE (Spanlang et al., 2010) The results 
showed that using full-body tracking opened up the opportunity to 
investigate "cognitive functions that are responsible for the 
representation of our human body" (Spanlang et al., 2010, p. 50)  
2011 and 2012 saw more papers published that reinforce the 
role of measuring Presence as a method of investigating Immersion. 
Immersion in computer games: The role of spatial Presence and flow 
(Weibel and Wissmath, 2011), Immersive environment: An emerging 
future of telecommunications (Abbasi and Baroudi, 2012) and 
Immersion in Digital Games: Review of Gaming Experience Research 
(Cairns, Cox and Imran Nordin, 2012). While these papers don't 
specifically look into Immersion in VR directly, they contribute to the 
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knowledge within the field by reinforcing and building on previous 
concepts and theories of Presence and its relationship to an immersive 
experience.  
In 2013 the Ilmenau University of Technology in Germany 
published the "The German VR Simulation Realism Scale" (Poeschl 
and Doering, 2013). A revised and updated version of the presence 
questionnaire proposed initially by Singer and Witmer (Singer and 
Witmer, 1998). Their work added four subcategories to the question 
set: "Scene Realism, realism of Audience Behavior and Audience 
Appearance, and Sound Realism" (Poeschl and Doering, 2013, p. 36) 
aimed at improving measuring simulated Realism in VE.  
In 2015 a study published by the University of York looked at the 
effects of Immersion based on player perspective, 1st person v's 3rd 
person. (Denisova and Cairns, 2015) Concluding that users were more 
immersed when viewing the world first-person. The findings support 
the argument for using VR to study Immersion, as, by design, it offers 
a first-person perspective of VE.  
A research paper investigating and aiming to provide a guide on 
collecting immersion data outside of a laboratory environment was 
published in 2016 by Stanford University. (Oh et al., 2016) Their 
findings show that through the use of the newer more portable VR 
systems, the Oculus Rift DK2 for example, they could create pop-up 
research facilities at various public locations. They provide insight into 
considerations that should be adhered to when conducting this 
approach to data collection, notably health and safety 
recommendations on the need for close observation of participants 
when operating in a confined space, and the possibility of distractions 
caused by ambient noise. One critical point they also make is with 
regards to physical differences in the general population, observing 
that participants with visual or mobility difficulties found the experience 
more challenging. They state that "This was a truly eye-opening 
experience for our group as we realised the extent to which studies 
that focus solely on college students can inadvertently alienate a 
significant portion of the general population." (Oh et al., 2016, p. 2) 
This research highlights the potential opportunity to collect more valid 
immersion data by holding experiments outside of the academic 
community, demonstrating that a more diverse research base provides 
more accurate real-world data for consideration in the design of future 
devices.    
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The Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich published a paper in 
2018 which proposed that there are three pillars of virtual Reality: 
Immersion, Presence and Interactivity. (Mütterlein, 2018). Using 
another version of a presence questionnaire a survey of 294 visitors to 
a commercial VR centre aimed to assess the relationship between 
Immersion, Presence and Interactivity. The conclusions reinforce the 
theories presented previously, that, Interactivity contributes to 
Presence, and this, in turn, contributes to Immersion, and therefore by 
measuring Presence, you can assess levels of Immersion. Also 
published in 2018 another paper by Mel Slater further reinforces the 
argument that the better the VR technology is at engaging the senses, 
the more immersive the experience. (Slater, 2018) He also notes that 
hopefully the future of research "will be even more productive than the 
last, given the widespread availability now of immersive 
systems".(Slater, 2018, p. 433) implying that the influx of small scale 
and affordable VR equipment now available will lead to further insights 
into the relationship of Immersion, Presence and the advancement of 
VE systems. A final example paper from 2018 discusses findings of 
increasing user experience in a VE through the application of passive 
Haptics. (Cooper et al., 2018) Using a real object as a substitute for a 
VR counterpart, concluding that their use "can enhance overall task 
performance as well as the users' perceived sense of presence". 
(Cooper et al., 2018, p. 20) 
In 2019 a further paper containing contributions again by Mel 
Slater, Using Presence Questionnaires in Reality (Usoh et al., 2019) 
looked at the drawbacks of using IPQ surveys. In this paper, they 
conclude that while this approach is suitable for comparing two VR 
systems, it has problems when applied in" 'cross-environment' 
comparisons (virtual to real, immersive to desktop), which do not seem 
to be valid using this approach." (Usoh et al., 2019) Their findings 
show that there is scope for further research into how to conduct these 
cross-system comparisons.  
The evidence presented here is only a small highlight of the 
wealth of studies conducted. It aims to show the diversity in 
approaches and the different reasons for investigating the roles of 
Immersion and Presence in VE. Some projects were undertaken for 
the furtherment of system design (Basdogan et al., 2000; Spanlang et 
al., 2010), while others were focused on understanding the 
psychological effects for better application of the technology to real-
world uses. (Cairns et al., 2006; Freeman et al., 2017) Furthermore, it 
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shows that the field is still very much evolving, with more research and 
design work required to contribute to future experiments and a greater 
understanding of the roles of Presence and Immersion. This evidence 
supports the motivation for this research project.  
Equally as valuable evidence in support of the proposal that 
haptic interaction is a vital part of creating a sense of Immersion in 
virtual reality can be gained from analysis of the research methodology 
applied in the papers reviewed. All the experiments conducted into 
Immersion involved some form of human-computer interaction. In each 
case, this interaction was facilitated by haptic devices. These ranged, 
for example, from the use of a simple mouse and keyboard input 
(Cairns et al., 2006; Bracken and Skalski, 2009), joysticks and 3-D 
Mice (Singer and Witmer, 1998; Slater and Steed, 2000), force 
feedback steering wheel and pedals (Weibel and Wissmath, 2011), 
modern VR controllers (Oculus/HTC) (Oh et al., 2016; Mütterlein, 
2018) and the incorporation of the natural touch sense. (Basdogan et 
al., 2000; Jennett et al., 2008; Cooper et al., 2018) This evidence 
clearly shows that Haptics is a vital part of the process of studying 
Immersion in VE Presented in more detail in the coming chapters is a 
further discussion on the development of haptic devices and research 
into the field. 
The objective of this chapter was to provide an overview of the 
evolution of immersion and presence research over the past 20 years. 
To show that it is a rapidly advancing area of research and to present 
definitions for Immersion, Presence and Interactivity in the context of 
the study of virtual environments. The evidence has shown a definitive 
explanation of Immersion is yet to be agreed upon by the wider 
academic community, therefore, for this research work immersion is 
defined in line with the concepts of Slater et al.  
• Immersion is a measure of the quality of the technologies 
ability to engage the human senses. referred to as System 
Immersion (Slater and Wilbur, 1997)  
• Immersion is measured based on the sense of Presence 
experienced by the user in the VE, referred to as 
Immersive Response. (Slater, 1999) 
Also, Presence can be defined as: 
• The creation of a sense of "being there" in the user, a 
sense of being present in a virtual location. (Singer and 
Witmer, 1998; Slater, 2003; Abbasi and Baroudi, 2012) 
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Presence is the measurable metric of Immersion used to 
determine the immersiveness of a particular approach to 
creating or interacting with a VE.  
And interaction, defined as: 
• The ability to look around, move within and directly affect 
the virtual environment. (Slater and Wilbur, 1997; Singer 
and Witmer, 1998) 
The research and discussions into Immersion and the roles of 
Presence and Interactivity outlined in this chapter were made possible 
by advances in technology. Specifically advances in the ability of 
technology to recreate or stimulate the human senses. The 
forthcoming sections of this chapter present a review of the research 
and design work that contributed to these advances, drawing attention 
to areas for further investigation and development.  
(2.3) Technology and the Human Senses: 
  In the previous chapter, definitions of Immersion, Presence and 
Interactivity were established. It was shown that Immersion in the 
context of virtual environments(VE) could be considered to be a 
measure of the technology applied. Immersion can be used to assess 
the suitability of the technology for use in the creation of VE (Slater, 
1999) The ability to measure Immersion is enabled by recording user 
responses to how present they felt during the VE experience. (Singer 
and Witmer, 1998; Schubert, Friedmann and Regenbrecht, 2001; 
Slater, 2018) This sense of Presence is created through a combination 
of visual stimulus and the ability to move and interact with the VE. 
Presented in this section is an overview of the history of research and 
technological developments that lead to the current state of virtual 
reality. The objective is to show how the field arrived at the point it is at 
today, and highlight the areas where gaps in knowledge still exist—
providing further evidence in support of the motivation for the proposed 
design project.  
 See, touch, hear, taste, and smell: these are the senses we are 
equipped with to navigate and experience the world around us. Of 
these senses, sight and touch are vital components that combined 
allow us to interact with it physically. As the discussion so far has 
shown, to engage someone in a virtual environment, simulating and 
stimulating these senses should be considered paramount in creating 
a sense of Presence. The forthcoming analysis details the advances in 
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technology that lead to the creation of virtual reality and the systems 
for haptic interaction, focusing on the human senses of vision and 
touch. Though, to truly create a fully immersive experience, the 
hearing, smell, and taste senses must be considered as well.  
(2.3.1) Hear, Taste, and Smell: 
The investigation into the taste sense, in the context of digital 
simulation, in particular, has only just begun; an example of this type of 
research comes from the National University of Singapore. Their work 
proposes a tongue mounted interface that digitally simulates taste, 
through the use of electrical stimulation. (Ranasinghe et al., 2012, 
2013) Alternatively, a paper from 2018 by Karunanayaka et al. 
presents the 'thermal taste machine,' using temperature to create a 
sensation of taste. (Karunanayaka et al., 2018) In both cases, the 
technology is very much still in the experimental phase with further 
work required before any real-world applications can be considered.  
Research into the inclusion of smell in VE has already found 
some real-world applications. An example of this is in training 
simulations for firefighters, where researchers developed a backpack 
that can recreate up to ten different odours to increase a sense of 
Immersion and realism in the simulations. (Cater, 1994) Other 
examples of work in this area include the development of synthetic 
smells for training in medical haptic simulations (Spencer, 2005) and 
an investigation into authentic smell diffusion in VE (Ramic-Brkic and 
Chalmers, 2010)  
Digital audio for use in virtual reality is a much better-developed 
field. To do justice to this research would require a dedicated chapter 
and as this project focuses on looking at the role of Haptics and visual 
stimulation, included here is a short discussion to highlight the most 
significant contribution of the body of work available. 
        Initially conceived in 1974  Ambisonics, is an audio technique that 
allows for directionality in surround sound systems. (Fellgett, 1974) 
The main advantage of this system is that it can contain height 
information in the audio signal as well as the left/right channels and 
does not require multiple speakers to create a surround sound effect. 
(Ortolani, 2015) Initially, the technique was not deployed in commercial 
products until the realisation that it is particularly useful for virtual 
reality where three dimensional sound is necessary to produce a 
realistic audio experience.  This incorporation into VE is well 
documented (Verron et al., 2010; Horsburgh, Mcalpine and Clark, 
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2011; Poeschl, Wall and Doering, 2013; Ruotolo et al., 2013; Kearney 
et al., 2016) with findings from the research showing that the 
application of ambisonics to virtual reality environments allows the 
recreation of highly realistic directional sound.  
(2.3.2) Vision and Virtual Reality: 
 The investigation into the technology used to create virtual reality 
is not a new field of research. Its origins can be traced back to the 
1950s. They can be accredited in part to Morton L.Heilig, a 
philosopher, inventor, and filmmaker, who in 1957 filed a patent for a 
Stereoscopic-Television apparatus for individual use. (Fig.1,(Heilig, 
1957)) This is the first iteration of what we would know today as a 
Head-mounted Display (HMD).   
A few years later, in 1961, Heilig designed the Sensorama 
Simulator (Fig.2, (Heilig, 1961)), "which was intended to combine 
multiple technologies to give one to four people the illusion of being in 
a fully 3D immersive world." (Mortonheilig.com, no date)  
Heilig's' designs never entered production, and he did not use 
the term virtual reality (VR),  the concepts bear a striking resemblance 
to the VR equipment available today and earned him the title of 
"Father of Virtual Reality" (Mortonheilig.com, no date). 
Figure 2: Morton L.Heilig Sensorama Simulator 1961 
Figure 1: Morton L. Heilig Stereoscopic-Television apparatus for individual use  
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After Heilig in 1968, Ivan Sutherland, who himself is regarded as 
"Father of Computer Graphics," proposed a concept for a kinesthetic 
or ultimate display. In short, he describes "a room within which the 
computer can control the existence of matter," not only generating 
visual stimulus but creating objects with physical properties, where "A 
chair displayed,”" would be good enough to sit in," finishing by 
describing it as "the Wonderland into which Alice walked" (Sutherland, 
1968).  This ultimate display concept was immortalised in science 
fiction history by Gene Roddenberry in a 1988 episode of Star Trek 
The Next Generation, The Big Goodbye,  with the introduction of the 
Holo-Deck. (Joseph L. Scanlan, 1988).  For some, making this a reality 
can still be considered the ultimate goal of interactive media. 
(Steinicke et al., 2008) Sutherland went on to create the "Sword of 
Damocles" in 1968 (Fig.3,(Turner, 2018)), which, as Heilig's design 
from 1957 was not built, is the first real practical example of a head-
mounted display (HMD).  
This technology being developed had still not directly been 
referred to as 'virtual reality'. This term was not popularised until the 
1980s by another pioneer of the field Jaron Lanier a computer scientist 
and artist. He founded VPL Research in 1984, the first company to sell 
VR equipment and gloves, and they released the DataGlove, 
EyePhone HMD, and the Audio Sphere. (VPL Research | C-SPAN.org, 
no date). His work to bring what had previously only been dreamed of 
into reality gave birth to the first generation of virtual reality technology. 
Figure 3: The Sword of Damocles: Ivan Sutherland, 1968, MIT 
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Throughout the remainder of the 1980s and into the early '90s, 
research and development continued across multiple fields. British 
AeroSpace developed a virtual cockpit (BAE Systems, 2019), NASA 
scientist developed VIEW, the Virtual Interface Environment 
Workstation (Rosson, 2014), and the University of Illinois developed 
the CAVE. (Cruz-Neira et al., 1992) 
 Following this, the first commercially available virtual reality 
devices began to emerge.  The Virtuality Group launched 'Virtuality,' and 
the 'CyberBae SU2000' range of arcade-style virtual reality set-ups 
(Giles and Kerry, 1994) and in 1994 Sega announced the SEGA VR 
(SEGA, 2019), followed by the ill-fated Virtual-Boy from Nintendo in 
1995 (Iwata, 2019). Both devices were considered commercial 
failures. The Sega headset was plagued with technical difficulties and 
in fact, never made it out of the prototyping phase. The Nintendo 
offering could only produce red and black vector graphics, and this 
device was not released on the international market.  
The main issue with the first generation of commercial VR 
technology was that it was hindered by the available computer and 
graphics power of the time. The Virtuality groups HMDs, for example, 
ran on the Amiga 3000, which was powered by a Motorola processor 
running at 16 or 25 MHz, had only 2MB of RAM and no dedicated 
graphics chip. (‘Amiga 3000’, 1991) The results were low-poly or 
vector graphics (Fig 5, (Rotberg, Rubin and Hector, 1983; W 
Industries, 1991), which were simply too inefficient to generate the 
required sense of Presence in the user.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the late 1990s and through the 2000s commercial and public 
interest in Virtual Reality has slowly started to grow again, with movies 
like the Wachowskis' The Matrix Trilogy(Wachowski and Wachowski, 
1999), Joseph Kosinski's, Tron Legacy (Kosinski, 2010) and more 
Figure 5: Examples of first-generation V.R circa 1990s BattleZone (right) Dactyle 
Nightmare(left), Su2000 (center)  
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recently Ernest Clines Ready Player One (Spielberg, 2018), all playing 
their parts to recapture interest in escaping into a virtual world. 
In 2012 the Oculus Rift. (Oculus, 2020) was created by Palmer 
Lucky, an independent developer of custom gaming equipment. His 
concept was of an HMD with visuals only previously described in 
science fiction. (Fig 6, (Oculus, 2020) 
 
 
 
 
 
The Oculus rift was well-received when it was first demonstrated 
at the Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) in 2012 and was able to 
raise $2.4 million in funding on Kick Starter, before eventually being 
bought and fully funded by Facebook (Clark, 2014). It would take four 
more years for the finished HMD to be completed, released on the 
market in October 2016, the rift has gone on to be the best selling VR 
device of contemporary times. 
 In the years between 2012 and 2016, other HMD systems were 
released. HTC, at the time a significant smartphone producer, 
partnered with Valve Studios, and announced the HTC VIVE (Valve, 
2017), while Sony presented their offering, PSVR(‘PlayStation VR’, 
2019). Samsung also released the "Gear VR" (Samsung Gear VR, 
2019), and Google created "Google Cardboard" (Google Cardboard, 
2019), both devices that operate using a smartphone to drive the 
experience.  
With improved visuals and sounds, this new generation of VR 
technology was capable of creating a sense of Presence and, in turn, 
an authentic, immersive experience.   
The current state of VR technology was made possible as a 
result of earlier development and creative innovation of may 
contributors to the field. This discussion so far has focused on the 
development of hardware which created the HMDs required for VR, 
but the technology also relies on advances in the field of tracking 
moving objects. As Jaron Lainer said in an interview on the current 
state of virtual reality, " VR's evolution came about not through 
advances in graphics, but advances in body-tracking sensors to 
Figure 6: Oculus Rift Dev Kit -1 And Scren shot of orginal game graphics 
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faithfully recreate movement within virtual environments." (Rowley, 
2018)  
As established in previous research, accurate tracking of 
body position is a crucial component in creating a sense of 
Presence. (Slater and Wilbur, 1997; Singer and Witmer, 1998)  
Tracking, in terms of virtual reality, is the ability to monitor and 
update location data on a person or object in virtual space, based on 
relative position to a fixed location or features in the real world, and in 
real-time. The technical term for this is Locomotion. This system uses 
a 3-dimensional representation of the cartesian co-coordinate system 
(x,y), with the addition of the Z-axis, for depth. Tracking using just the 
x/y/z axis data is known as 3 degrees of freedom, but VR also relies 
on tracking rotation information as well, adding three more degrees of 
freedom for 6 in total.  
 Extensive research has been carried out into this particular area, 
investigating techniques for achieving high accuracy in real-time 
tracking. These approaches have included: 
• Computer Vision/SLAM (see below for definition) (Simeone and 
Velloso, 2015; Ramadasan and Pascal, 2015)(ODA, 2000)  
• IR-Light based tracking with tags (Xu, Wang and Jiang, 2017) 
• Visible Light tracking with LED's (Huynh and Yoo, 2016; Liang 
and Liu, 2017; Zhuang et al., 2018) 
• Hybrid Systems that use a combination of Visible and IR light 
(Kazikli and Gezici, 2018) 
These approaches can be broken into two groups of systems 
those which track: 
• A user from the outside (out-side in).  
• The world from the users perspective (inside out).  
Of the research carried out so far, two methods have proved 
promising and accurate enough to implement into commercial 
systems.  
• Optical-based (out-side in): This is the system adopted by the 
HTC VIVE. Two lightboxes are placed into the target 
environment. They each emit a wide-angle, 2-dimensional array 
of IR laser beams which are swept across the space, on a single 
axis at a time, before this, they emit a flash of IR light, as each 
tracked object or device contains an array of photodiodes 
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connected to an onboard chip, which can measure the time 
between the flash and the beam for each axis, this data can be 
used to calculate its relative position in virtual space.  This 
utilises a technique known as time of flight (TOF) 
• SLAM (Inside Out): Used in Microsofts Mixed Reality Headsets. 
For this approach, the tracking is achieved by observing the 
world from the HMD's perspective. In simple terms, this uses a 
specific type of algorithm referred to as Simultaneous Location 
And Mapping (SLAM). Advanced computer vision techniques are 
applied which allow onboard processors to recognise features in 
the environment allowing comparison of data from accelerometer 
and gyroscope sensors with how these features appear to move. 
From this, the position of the HMD can be calculated. (Spatial 
Scan) 
There are advantages and limitations to both systems: Out-side 
in: offers a high level of accuracy in the tracking, but the need for 
lightboxes makes the set-up expensive to produce and implement. 
With Inside-out, there is a lower cost of setting up, and it does not 
need external equipment but will not work in the dark and is limited to 
tracking objects which are in the field of view of the HMD, therefore, 
tracking controllers behind your back or head is not possible. All of the 
computational processing has to take place inside the headset. So 
Outside-in tracking tends to produce more stable and low-latency 
experiences. 
Despite Lanier's general claim that VR evolved due to these 
improved tracking methods, (Rowley, 2018) it is, however, the 
combination of tracking with contributions from improved graphics and 
sound developed for the PC gaming world and high-quality screens 
and small, powerful processers developed for mobile phones, that 
have resulted in the successes of the current generation of VR 
hardware.   
As the evidence presented so far has shown research into virtual 
reality has found practically applicable approaches for tracking 
movement (Locomotion), producing high-quality 3-D sound 
(Ambisonics) and thanks to dedicated graphics processors, the 
creation of visually stimulating environments. However, these 
approaches only address two of the five human senses, vision and 
hearing. As established in the conclusions of section 2.1 of this 
chapter, engaging the sense of touch as well is an integral part of 
generating a sense of Presence, and therefore Immersion in a virtual 
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environment. The research field dedicated to investigating the 
incorporation of touch is referred to as Haptics and forms the focus of 
the next section of this literature review.  
(2.3.3) Touch and Haptics in VR: 
 The human touch sense has a unique ability to process both 
input and output sensing simultaneously. (Mackinlay, Card and 
Robertson, 1990; Jones, 2018) The ability to handle both in and output 
is where the touch sense differs from vision and hearing, which are 
both only capable of sensing input and it is this difference that makes 
touch such a vital part of human-computer interaction. The ability to 
sense touch comes from the largest organ in the human body, the 
skin, and is an extremely complex system, as detailed in the book 
Haptics published by the MIT Press. (Jones, 2018)  
In the simplest terms the touch sense is made up of two separate 
systems: 
• Kinesthetics or Proprioception that provides location data on 
where our limbs are positioned and forces applied to them. 
(Burdea, 1999; Jones, 2018) 
• Tactile or Cutaneous, that provides data on the shape, texture, 
temperature and edges of objects. (Pacchierotti, Prattichizzo and 
Kuchenbecker, 2015; Jones, 2018) 
The cutaneous element of touch allows us to detect interactions 
all over the body. However, due to the proportion of the brain 
dedicated to processing sensory data, certain parts of the body are 
more receptive to tactile inputs, as illustrated by the Sensory 
Homunculus (Fig 7,(Price, 2019)). First conceived by a neurologist Dr 
Wilder Penfield, the homunculus model is designed to represent how 
the body would look if our body parts grew in proportion to the size of 
the portion of the brain dedicated to handling particular senses.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Sensory Homunculus and regions of the brain dedicated to each 
sense 
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 As can be seen, our hands dominate this structure, as the 
portion of the brain dedicated to Haptics dominates over the other 
senses. It is the dominance of the Haptic sense that makes its 
inclusion in any VR system, a critical component, and as the previous 
research has shown facilitates the study of Presence and Immersion. 
(Singer and Witmer, 1998; Basdogan et al., 2000; Slater and Steed, 
2000; Cairns et al., 2006; Weibel and Wissmath, 2011; Mütterlein, 
2018)  
 Research into the field of integrating the human touch sense for 
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), much like virtual reality (VR), is 
not a new field. The history of the development of the area is well 
documented in several books and journal publications. (Brewster, 
2003; Jones, 2018; Parisi, 2018; Prattichizzo et al., 2018) In which 
they discuss how the research and design into Haptics builds on 
outcomes of work completed in the field of robotics, dating back to the 
1950s. It wasn’t until the advent of the home computer in the later 
1980s and early 1990s that the area became known as computer-
haptics, more commonly, simply referred to as Haptics or Haptic 
interfaces. (Parisi, 2018, p. 216) 
 The first generation of haptic devices were input only; the two 
most commonly known examples of this are keyboard, the invention of 
which is accredited to Christopher Latham Sholes in 1868. (Sholes, 
Glidden and Soule, 1868) and the mouse created by Douglas 
Engelbart (Engelbart, 1970). These devices allowed for input control of 
computers but lacked any kind of output or feedback. 
It was in the 1990s that research and development of haptic 
devices for HCI interfaces that also provided output as well as 
enabling input began to take off. (Mackinlay, Card and Robertson, 
1990). In line with this, the first commercial products that offered a 
degree of feedback became available. These devices were targeted at 
the video gaming industry. Nintendo and Sega developed Rumble 
Packs for their N64(Nintendo, 1997) and Dreamcast consoles(SEGA, 
2019), and Sony released the Dual Shock controller for the PlayStation 
(Playstaion, 2018). These devices offered a basic level of haptic 
feedback by creating vibrations to simulate taking damage or 
movement over rough surfaces. Microsoft developed a more advanced 
approach with their “SideWinder” range of force-feedback joysticks 
and steering wheels and pedals for PC based driving and flight 
simulators (Lee, 2007). The SideWinder products offered vibration 
feedback and force-feedback to enhance the gaming experience. 
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While hand-held or tethered devices such as the examples given 
above are suitable for traditional screen-based HCI, they lack the 
freedom of motion required for a VR experience. Similarly to the range 
of devices discussed so far, the current generation of VR controllers 
are hand-held and only provide minimal haptic feedback in the form of 
vibrations. Examples of these types of device are the controllers for 
the HTV Vive (Vive, 2018), Oculus Rift (Oculus, 2020)and PSVR 
(‘PlayStation VR’, 2019)  
   
  
Controllers such as these (Fig 8, (Vive, 2018; ‘PlayStation VR’, 2019; 
Oculus, 2020)) allow for a full range of interaction in virtual 
experiences, by utilising the same tracking methods outlined in section 
2.2.2.  Still, they suffer from the disadvantage of being hand-held 
which limits the haptic feedback options to pulsed vibrations, and 
being hand-held cannot take advantage of the freedom of movement 
and complex sensitivity offered by the hands. The hands contain 
multiple internal systems for detecting and sensing interaction, as well 
as being able to rotate and flex in multiple directions. There are, for 
example,  23 degrees of freedom in the human hand (ElKoura and 
Singh, 2003; Jones, 2018) and as has been established current 
tracking systems are only capable of simulating six degrees of 
freedom.  
 Since the late 1990s and into 2000s onwards a great deal of 
work to develop systems for interaction that overcome the lack of 
freedom of movement in the current generation of VR controllers has 
been undertaken. (Srinivasan and Basdogan, 1997; Burdea, 2000; 
Hollerbach, 2000; Hayward et al., 2004; Eid and Al Osman, 2016) This 
research and design work can be separated into two fields, Active, and 
Passive; the following sections look at the various approaches to these 
areas of research to highlight the advantages and current limitations of 
each.  
 
Figure 8: Examples of current V.R conrollers : Oculus (Left) 
/VIVE (Center)/PSVR (Right) 
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Active Haptics:  
 The Active systems attempt to create artificial haptic feedback, 
for example, pressure, heat, force, texture and resistance by 
augmenting the hands. There are two main approaches to achieving 
this. One which uses gloves worn by the user to stimulate the 
cutaneous and kinesthetic systems. (Burdea, 2000; Bouzit et al., 2002; 
Jeon and Choi, 2009; Hoang, Smith and Thomas, 2013; Pacchierotti, 
Prattichizzo and Kuchenbecker, 2015; Chagué and Charbonnier, 
2016; Fani et al., 2018) The other which uses an exoskeleton again 
worn on the hands (Gu et al., 2016; Achibet et al., 2017; Maisto et al., 
2017; Culbertson, Schorr and Okamura, 2018; Choi et al., 2019) to 
stimulate fingertip touch sensations, force-feedback and resistance. 
Most of the approaches developed by this research are restricted to a 
single finger or have to be tethered to extensive and expensive 
systems to drive the sensations. However, this research work has 
produced several commercial products. For example, HaptX (Varga, 
2019) and Dexmo (Dexta Robotics, 2019) gloves are available on the 
market. Still, prices are in the range of £5000 per pair (Robertson, 
2019) which for small scale experimentation into the role Haptics plays 
on Immersion in VE is expensive, which has limited access to the 
technology to academic or commercial developers.   
Passive Haptics:  
 Passive Haptics offers a low-cost alternative to the Active 
approach. It focuses on engaging touch naturally by tracking the 
hands, using advances in infrared light-based detection systems such 
as the Microsoft Kinect (Microsoft, 2017), which allows for full-body 
tracking; and the Leap Motion (Ultraleap, 2019) designed specifically 
to track the hands. Through the use of these types of systems, it 
removes the need for any hand-held devices as the hands or body 
become the controllers. There are many examples of this type of 
research approach that have shown its ability to enhance the user 
experience of VE (Insko, 2001; Viciana-Abad, Reyes-Lecuona and 
Cañadas-Quesada, 2005; Whitton et al., 2005; Henderson and Feiner, 
2007; Zadeh, Wang and Kubica, 2007; Steinicke et al., 2008; 
Pacchierotti, Prattichizzo and Kuchenbecker, 2015). As with Active 
Haptics, this research has produced commercially viable products; an 
example of this comes from Bristol-based company Ultra Haptics 
(Ultraleap, 2019). Their approach uses the Leap Motion for hand 
tracking in combination with an ultrasonic interaction device that 
provides mid-air haptic feedback. This ultrasonic approach has been 
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used to demonstrate touchless haptic output in several different 
scenarios, ranging from supernatural VR experiences (Martinez et al., 
2018) to rhythm-based games (Georgiou et al., 2018).  This Mid-air 
haptic approach has also been demonstrated to have applications for 
shape rendering (Long et al., 2014) and tactile displays (Korres and 
Eid, 2016; Luzhnica, Veas and Pammer, 2016). There are, however, 
two significant drawbacks to this Passive approach to Haptics. First is 
that the systems for mid-air haptics are static, fixed in one location. So 
for creating objects which can be picked up and moved around in VE, 
it is simply not suitable. Secondly, the use of hand tracking engages 
part of the natural kinesthetic element of the touch sense, as the 
hands can be seen, but the curtaneous systems are not engaged as 
virtual content has no physical properties. It is possible to touch 
objects in VE with this approach but there is no tactile feedback and 
subsequently no force feedback either. These issues can be 
considered a barrier to the investigation of Immersion and Presence as 
they limit the Interactivity of the VE, which as previously discussed 
reduces the sense of Presence and therefore produces a less 
Immersive experience. 
In 2012 a new concept for applying Passive Haptics began to 
gain ground in the research community referred to as ‘Substitutional 
Reality.’(SR) (Suzuki, Wakisaka and Fujii, 2012) The approach taken 
with this idea is to design and create VE modelled to overlay virtual 
content onto real-world objects, for example, walls and furniture. By 
aligning the virtual content with real physical objects, it is possible to 
generate VE with physical properties, and when used in conjunction 
with devices such as the Leap Motion (Ultraleap, 2019), allows for 
more natural interactions to occur.   
The concept of SR was developed further in 2015 by a joint team 
from Portsmouth and Lancaster Universities in which they clarified the 
definition of SR as “a class of Virtual Environments where every 
physical object surrounding the user has been paired to a virtual 
object.”  (Simeone, Velloso and Gellersen, 2015). Three further papers 
published in 2015 reinforced the approach (Simeone, 2015; Simeone 
and Velloso, 2015; Simeone, Velloso and Gellersen, 2015). The 
findings from this research were, that size and shape were more 
critical when dealing with smaller objects, and that weight and texture 
played a significant role in how convincing a proxy was at acting as its 
digital counterpart. The key take away they make for future design 
consideration is  “that true 1:1 replicas are not mandatory to enjoy a 
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VR experience. Indeed, it is possible to substitute more common 
objects in place of those required by the VR experience.” (Simeone 
and Velloso, 2015).  
Following the publications from 2015, a series of research 
papers have been released which all show how this concept of using 
real-world objects as proxies for virtual counterparts has 
demonstratable merit to adding to the Immersive experience of a VE. 
(Azmandian et al., 2016; Hettiarachchi and Wigdor, 2016; Sra and 
Schmandt, 2016; Estrada and Simeone, 2017; Suhail et al., 2017; 
Garcia et al., 2018; Ponraj and Ren, 2018) This approach of using 
proxy objects as substitutes for virtual content is also not without 
limitations. In each of the examples given, the objects being simulated 
have no secondary interactive features; this limits the range of real-
world activities that can be reproduced. Examples of this would be if 
you wanted to replicate an environment which has doors (rotation 
around a fixed point), or light switches (input and response) or a 
weapon in a video game (trigger and freedom of motion) this approach 
in its current form would not be suitable. Simeone et al. in 2015 
proposed that building S.R environments that were more interactive 
would “require new research on nonintrusive sensing devices” 
(Simeone, Velloso and Gellersen, 2015) which could be placed in the 
scene. These new sensing devices could enable a user to pick-up and 
interact with objects in the environment, and investigate the virtual 
scene, item in hand. For example, In a fantasy game this could be 
picking up a sword or wand, or in a training scenario operating a new 
tool, while in reality users could be holding a stick or broom handle or 
other suitable proxy objects, augmented with sensors that allow for 
input detection. Design and development of a prototype of this type of 
sensor can be considered a central objective of this research work.   
As the evidence presented in this section of the literature review 
has highlighted, research into the incorporation of the touch sense in 
virtual reality is an evolving and rapidly developing field. It has also 
been shown that current approaches have limitation caused by the 
cost of systems, portability of the technology and the complexities of 
replicating the natural touch sense. A potential solution to these issues 
is provided by ongoing research into Substitutional Reality (SR). Which 
has demonstrated the potential benefits to Haptic Interaction of this 
approach to Passive Haptics(Simeone, Velloso and Gellersen, 2015); 
however, to fully utilise this approach development of new sensor 
technology is required, which facilitates HCI interactions that can 
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provide input and output. The evidence discussed supports the 
proposed research work of this project, to develop a toolkit of sensors 
that allow for more interactive proxy objects to be used in an SR virtual 
environment.  
(2.4) Conclusions and Research Objectives:  
  The objectives of this literature review were to provide an 
overview of the current approaches to research into Haptics and 
Virtual Reality technologies. To show how they are linked with studies 
into Immersion and Presence in Virtual Environments—highlighting 
current gaps in knowledge and technical capability of equipment used 
to investigate this area and the barries this causes to future work. 
Furthermore, the evidence presented demonstrated the importance of 
the role that Haptics plays in Human-Computer Interaction.      
 The evidence presented identifies several points that provide 
support for the motivations of this research project:  
• From the discussions on research into Immersion, Presence and 
Interactivity definitions for each were presented. They are that 
Interactivity in a VE leads to a sense of Presence in the user, 
which in turn creates an Immersive Experience. (Slater and 
Wilbur, 1997) 
•  That by measuring this perceived sense of Presence, it is 
possible to assess the validity of a system used to create a VE, 
and this can be considered a measure of System Immersion. 
(Singer and Witmer, 1998; Slater, 1999) Through analysis of 
research data collected from the study of System Immersion 
factors that can be used to inform and improve future designs of 
VR technology can be gained. (Slater, 2018)  The benefits of this 
better understanding of design are that more realistic and natural 
interactions can be created in VE, which leads to more potential 
real-world applications of VR technology.  
• Haptic interactions form a critical part of research work into 
Immersion, Presence and Interactivity. (Cairns et al., 2006; 
Weibel and Wissmath, 2011; Cooper et al., 2018) 
• From the evidence presented on engaging the senses through 
the application of technology it was shown that while Visual and 
audio technologies provide a suitable level of sensory 
engagement, further research and design work is required to 
incorporate the touch sense. Current limitations in the field of 
Haptics were identified to be, cost of the technology limiting 
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accessibility to research tools, portability of the equipment and 
the challenges of replicating the complexity of the natural touch 
sense.  
• That Substitutional Reality offers a potential solution to the 
complications of Active Haptics by engaging the natural touch 
sense through the use of Passive Haptics. However, to fully 
realise this as a solution, further work is needed to develop a 
higher level of Interactivity, and this could be achieved through a 
system of sensors that enable both input and output detection in 
VE.  
• That research into Haptics is currently limited to academic and 
industry-based research and design, and this could potentially be 
limiting the field. As was shown the breakthrough in VR headset 
design came from an independent developer (Clark, 2014), who 
utilised accessibility to domestically available components.  
The proposed objective of this research and design project is to 
develop a prototype toolkit of mobile sensors. That allows the 
development of Haptic Interaction devices—building on the 
foundations of Passive Haptics and Substitutional Reality to facilitate 
increased levels of Interactivity. The proposed outcome of this 
research and design work will be a toolkit that facilitates rapid 
prototyping of devices that enable natural touch interactions in VE. 
Which could help further understanding of the role that Haptics plays in 
creating a sense of Immersion in Virtual Environments and potentially 
provide insight into improving future design work. 
The system developed should adhere to the following primary 
research guidelines: 
• Be constructed using affordable technology to ensure the 
solution is as accessible to the most comprehensive range 
of developers as possible, to open up research and design 
potential that comes from those working outside of 
academia or industry research.   
• Be of modular design and adaptive so that it can be 
applied to a range of virtual reality equipment and 
employed on a wide range of systems, to continue to 
facilitate the full range of approaches to the investigation of 
Immersion, Presence and Interactivity.  
In the forthcoming chapters of this thesis, details of the iterative 
design process undertaken in creating the prototype toolkit are 
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explained. This is followed by a discussion on the design and 
evaluation of a comparison study of perceived Presence and 
Immersion in a VE when using the new toolkit v’s using a traditional 
VR controller. The assessment is designed to test the feasibility of the 
proposed approach to Passive Haptic Interaction.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
**End of Chapter, space left intently blank** 
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Design Concept (3) 
(3.1) Introduction: 
 The discussions contained in the Literature Review chapter 
provided a background to the motivation for the proposed research 
and design project. The evidence presented emphasised the rapidly 
evolving nature of the research filed into Immersion, Presence and 
Interactivity. Highlighting a range of possibilities for new research 
directions. From the findings, a critical area of interest to this project 
was identified A  low-cost way of engaging and experimenting with 
haptic interface design, that incorporates natural touch interaction, 
does not currently exist, this represents the initial design problem: 
How to how to engage the touch sense, without relying on the 
presently available, complex and potentially inaccessible technologies 
and how to design a solution that adheres to the two primary design 
guidelines established in the previous chapter: 
• Be constructed using affordable technology to ensure the 
solution is as accessible to the most comprehensive range 
of developers as possible.   
• Be of modular design and adaptive so that it can be 
applied to a range of virtual reality equipment and 
employed on a wide range of systems. 
The potential benefits of creating such a system can be 
considered as: 
• Making the technology available to all developers and not 
just to those based in academia or industry research. 
Preventing large, well-established companies from 
monopolising the market. 
• A more extensive participation base allows the opportunity 
for novel and innovative content creation.  
• Accessibility to research tools may encourage small 
independent developers to move into creating content for 
this newly emerging research field. 
• Access to new research tools may inspire new avenues of 
research and design.  
The encompassing concept is to create a design solution that 
promotes the opportunity for innovation by being as accessible to as 
broad a development audience as possible. To guide in the design of 
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any solution created, the initial primary guidelines were refined into the 
following research objectives: 
➢ R1. Built using a technology that is based on passive 
haptics and does not need an expensive artificial feedback 
system.  
➢ R2. Modular in design, for ease of adaption to new 
environments and control systems and creating of new 
hardware peripherals.  
➢ R3. Incorporate a degree of technical and user testing to 
establish the feasibility of the proposed approach to 
Passive Haptic Interaction. 
➢ R4. Follow a structured, iterative design process, to 
produce a design solution that has the potential to be an 
accessible means with which to study Immersion, 
Presence and Interactivity.  
 The remainder of this chapter outlines the process of how this 
initial concept idea was refined into a Design Brief—beginning with a 
review of the evidence from the literature review that provides the 
building blocks for the design specification.    
(3.2) Initial Design Concept:  
As established in the literature review,  the principal idea of 
substitutional reality (SR) is the use of real-world objects as proxies for 
virtual counterparts (Simeone, Velloso and Gellersen, 2015). In an SR 
environment, a user can physically interact with the virtual 
surroundings using passive haptics, as the digital content is overlaid 
onto real objects. However, this approach is limited to interactions with 
static objects, tabletops or walls, for example, but what if it wasn’t? 
What if you press a button in the virtual world and there is a real button 
there to touch physically, or if you pick up an object, say a weapon in a 
game, you can hold it and pull the trigger? , creating this ability to 
detect interactions in the real world and translate them into virtual 
responses is how this project intends to expand the interactive 
capabilities of Substitutional Reality.  
 The proposed approach to creating an Extended Substitutional 
Reality (ESR) environment is to design and develop a Haptic 
Prototyping Toolkit (HPT). The purpose of which will be to allow the 
use of passive haptics, to engage the touch sense with interactions 
that stimulate both the kinesthetic and cutaneous systems by providing 
both physical properties and input and response. The design solution 
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for the HPT will then be used to identify indications that this accessible 
approach to haptics can potentially enhance a users’ perceived sense 
of Presence by increasing the level of interaction in a Substitutional 
Reality enhanced Virtual Environment.  
 Any solution developed should be constructed with accessibility 
to the HPT in mind. One approach to enable this is to design the 
solution based on as low a cost approach as possible, as evidence 
from the research into VR has shown the opportunity for studies 
conducted outside of a laboratory increases as the cost of equipment 
declines. (Slater, 2018) 
 Based on this idea of taking a low-cost approach to finding a 
solution and ethical considerations on the environmental impact of 
promoting rapid prototype design which has the  potential to be 
wasteful with one-off designs being discarded etc.. The following 
design criteria were established :  
➢ D1. Sourced from pre-established hardware where 
possible or constructed from easy to source pieces. 
➢ D2. Built on a commonly accessible and where 
available free to use development platforms. 
➢ D3. Where reasonable incorporate the use of upcycling 
of components from obsolete, 2nd hand or damage 
technology, to reduce cost and for the obvious 
environmental benefits.  
With the research objectives and design criteria established the 
process of refining the initial concept idea continued by drawing on an 
analogy of the human nervous system. In the same way, the nervous 
system is a combination of sub-systems; the HPT developed would 
consist of components. A host PC (Brain), wired or wireless 
connectivity (Nerves), peripheral sensors for detecting interaction 
(Fingers) and the head-mounted display of the virtual reality rig 
providing sound and visuals (Eyes/Ears). The combination of the parts 
of the HPT will form the Core System Architecture. (CSA) of the 
prototype design solution. 
This HPT system could then potentially operate by receiving 
signals from peripheral modules, attached to real-world objects in the 
target environment, that act as proxies for virtual content. The modules 
could be the sensors to detect interactions, for example, switching on 
a light or opening a door. An initial phase of ideation was conducted to 
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provide concept drawings of a proposed solution, examples of this 
initial design work are shown in Fig.1-3  
Figure 2: Orignal Concept Sketch For the use of the hardware prototyping toolkit.  
Figure 1: Track the world with modular sensors placed inside or onto real objects  
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 (3.3) Conclusion:  
 This objective of this chapter was to show how evidence 
generated from the literature review provided an original concept 
design for this project—outlining the design problem space and the 
building blocks for the commencement of the design process. The 
design synthesis conducted produced four research objectives (R1-4) 
and three design criteria (D1-3) which were established to guide the 
design process. From the outcome of this design work, it was possible 
to generate the design brief.  
 (3.3.1) Initial Design Brief: 
To develop a Hardware Prototyping Toolkit (HPT), designed 
around a Core System Architecture (CSA) to facilitate the use of 
passive haptics in a virtual environment. By building on the main 
idea of Substitutional Reality (SR), by overlaying digital content 
Figure 3:  showing how sensors in the real-wolrd allow tracking in the virtual.  
RW 
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Sensors placed into 
the real world detect 
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and translate this into 
the virtual world, 
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onto real objects and enhancing this with a system that allows for 
interaction to be detected and translated into digital input and 
response. The proposed method to achieve this is to develop a 
network of discrete sensors that can be placed in a real-world 
environment.   
In the subsequent chapters, this Design Brief will be refined 
through a concurrent process of iterative design research and 
prototyping. Integrating ideas presented by the design process with 
those generated by technical experimentation into a solution. Then to 
test the hypothesis that a low-cost approach to haptics can have a 
positive influence on user immersion,  the prototype system will be put 
into practice, through user-based evaluation. The user study will also 
provide the method for technical appraisal of the system, highlighting 
any design problems for consideration in future work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
**End of Chapter, space left intently blank** 
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Technical Research (4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(4.1) Introduction: 
The purpose of this chapter is to explain the essential 
technological research and design work that preceded the physical 
prototyping of the Haptic Prototyping Toolkit. (H.P.T) The objective is 
to illustrate the process of how each element of the Core System 
Architecture (C.S.A) was initially selected. In line with the criteria and 
research objectives outlined in the previous chapter (R1-4/D1-3), and 
how the design brief was adapted based on the results of the initial 
feasibility testing. This section is complimented by the Design 
Appendix, which is included after the main body of text in this 
document; this shows photographic details and notes from the design 
work that took place to inform the development process.  
The original concept design for the C.S.A can be seen in Fig.1; it 
shows how the intention was to create a series of modules, placed into 
the real-world environment that act as sensors that feed interaction 
data back to the central control (Brain).  
The technical research process began with addressing the 
elements of the C.S.A that would be developed on pre-existing 
hardware that would not require any design work to implement beyond 
that necessary for the control software interfaces. 
(4.2) Design Research: 
As established the starting point for the design process was first 
to address the components of the Core System Architecture (C.S.A) 
Figure 1: First Concept Design of Toolkit System 
Architecture  
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that would be built entirely upon pre-existing technology, the Eyes and 
the Brain. 
(4.2.2) Eyes and Hand Tracking:  
A review of the range of H.M.Ds and currently available hand 
tracking technology was conducted (details can be found in the design 
appendix P:5-7). From this information, The H.M.D to be used as the 
Eyes was selected the device chosen was the HTC VIVE, version one.  
The decision to use version one over one of the more recent updated 
version was made based on the cost per unit of the headset. As the 
overall aim is to produce a low-budget solution it makes sense to 
develop on an H.M.D which, while not as powerful, in terms of visual 
quality as newer (more expensive) models, will still perform more than 
adequately for this research. The secondary reason for selecting the 
HTC VIVE is that as it is an older model, it will run on less costly 
hardware, reducing the cost of the Brain (host P.C). 
 For hand tracking a Leap Motion controller would be fitted to the 
H.M.D. The Leap Motion allows for accurate hand tracking and is 
compatible with the USB port on the VIVE HMD. Support for its' 
integration with the VIVE and into software development environments 
is also readily available and straight forward to implement. The Leap 
Motion will provide the required method to access a passive interaction 
system by tracking the users' hands in real-time.  
(4.2.3) Building the Brain: 
To establish the Brain requires two parts, a host P.C to develop 
on, and a design environment to create within.  
 The host P.C selected was an HP-Omen 17 Laptop, with Intel® 
Core™ i7-7700HQ CPU 2.80Ghz, 16GB RAM and a GTX 1070 8GB 
providing the visuals. This device was selected as it offers a balance of 
cost, portability and reliable processing power, capable of supporting 
the HTC VIVE. 
 The Design Environment selected was Unity3d 2019.02. Unity 
was chosen as it is a widely available product which is free to use, 
simple to operate and has a full range of support for integrating custom 
toolkits, and virtual reality equipment via existing SDK packages.  
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With the initial structure of the Core System Architecture now in 
place (Fig.2) and the elements of the Eyes and Brain selected the next 
step in the process was to commence designing the peripheral 
devices. This began with looking at the types of interaction that the 
system would need to track (Fig.3) 
(4.2.3) Interactions in Virtual Space:  
 The first step taken to identify the types of interaction that the 
system would need to be able to simulate was to consider examples of 
day to day activities and the kinds of objects we interact with.   
 Some examples of the interactions initially considered were: 
• Switching a light on/off 
• Turning a dial on a speaker, safe or radio 
• Opening closing doors 
• Operating door handles 
• Picking up Cups and Cans 
• Interacting with computers – keyboard/mouse 
• Writing and holding pens 
• Interacting with furniture 
• Interactions with other people 
• Driving, turning a steering wheel 
The main types of interaction that occur in real-world situations 
were identified as pull, push, turn and pick up/put down. For 
comparison to these real-world interactions, a selection of video 
games from various genres was analysed to assess the types of 
interaction that are traditionally simulated. The games used for the 
analysis were, The Division 2 (Ubisoft, 2018), Tomb Raider 
(SquareEnix, 2018), Zelda (Nintendo, 2017)and Wolfenstein 
HTC VIVE 
(HMD) + Leap 
Motion  
               
HP-Omen + 
Unity3d 
EYES BRAIN 
PERIPHERALS 
Initial System Architecture:  Blue 
Items Still to be Designed  
Figure 2: Initial System Architecture Design  
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(Bethesda, 2018), screen captures from these games can be seen in 
Fig.3.  
This analysis revealed the following interactions were critical to 
any simulation:    
· Pulling: a lever  
· Pick up: a sword 
· Push: a button 
· turn: a dial  
· turn: a wheel  
· Pick-up a gun 
The findings from the comparison of interactions in the real-world 
and video games revealed that the majority could be grouped into 
specific types of activity.  
Group 1: Interactions with objects that are fixed in location and 
require a switch or button mechanism. 
Group 2: Interactions with inanimate objects that can be picked 
up and moved, but don't require any secondary tracking. 
Group 3: Interactions with objects that can be picked up and 
moved that also will require additional secondary sensors.  
Figure 3: Screen captures showing the types of action and object found in most video games 
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Group 4: Interactions with Objects at a fixed location with a pivot 
point, sliding or rolling mechanism.  
From further analysis of these groups, it became evident that to 
simulate most interactions required detecting four states: On/off, 
Collision(picked-up/dropped), position in 3D space and rotation. It was 
also noted that all groups could be separated into two parent groups, 
Static and Mobile. 
• A Static interaction is defined as, an object in the 
virtual space that has a fixed location, with either a 
button/switch or a pivot point (hinge), that allows for 
interaction.  
• The Mobile interaction component refers to objects 
which require position tracking in 3D space as their 
locations are not fixed. 
To create the detection of static interactions the proposed 
solution was to use a selection of basic electrical components, for 
example, tactile switches, to detect on/off state, Rotary potentiometer 
to detect rotation, around a fixed point. To detect the mobile 
interactions would require the use of an IMU or inertial measurement 
unit (accelerometer/Gyroscope) and an as-yet-undetermined system 
for tracking location in 3d space.   
For the design process, the development of the sensors would 
be split into these parent groups, static and mobile,  and each one is 
addressed in a separate design section later in this thesis. 
At this stage of the design research process, it was possible to 
create a basic first iteration of the core system to allow for initial 
feasibility testing of the selected parts. The objectives of this testing 
were to establish a basic understanding of how to implement each one 
and to highlight any unforeseen issues with the initial design concept 
that could form an impediment on further iterations of the design. 
To begin the process of developing the prototype of the core 
system a series of feasibility experiments were devised to test the 
suitability of components, the details and findings of these experiments 
are documented in the following section.   
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(4.3) Feasibility Testing: 
 So far, the design process had looked at the elements that make 
up the whole system. To proceed further, the focus was shifted to 
looking specifically at the system that would facilitate the control of the 
peripheral devices, referred to from here on as the Core Nervous 
System. (Fig.4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The key objectives of the feasibility testing carried out were to 
test the suitability of the basic elements that form the Core Nervous 
System (C.N.S.) of the haptic toolkit (Fig.1). Looking at, the 
microcontrollers' connection to the design environment, 
communication using Bluetooth modules and testing of a simple 
button, basic voltage and IMU variable data transfer and response. 
The outcomes will be to determine that the selected parts are 
functionally capable and to highlight any possible barriers to the design 
process that need to be addressed before further development can 
continue.   
To achieve these objectives, five experiments will be conducted, 
with specific goals set for each one.  
• One: To create stable Serial Communication via USB from 
Unity to Arduino Uno, to gain an understanding of the 
necessary steps involved, and then to test the effect of 
varying the data transfer rate has on the lag in the system. 
• Two: To establish communication from the Arduino to 
Unity, To test using a tactile switch to trigger an event in 
the Unity environment and record any signal drops or loss.  
 
Microcontroller  
Core Nervous System (CNS) 
Version 1: Base Elements 
U.S.B or BT 
BRAIN: Design               
Environment: 
UNITY3d and C# 
Figure 4: Initial system architecture Basic Elements   
Button 
P.OT 
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• Three: To Test sending variable data as float or integer 
value as opposed to simple high/low state used in previous 
tests. And how to apply the data to control an event in 
Unity.  
• Four: To test sending multiple variable data at once, by 
implementing an IMU. Also, to establish any limits to using 
the IMU.  
• Five: To Configure Two Arduinos with Bluetooth and 
components from previous tests and establish 
communication and transfer of Data, Then assess how to 
connect to Unity wirelessly.    
***Full versions of the scripts and the Unity project files used for each of the 
experiments can be found in Digital Appendix Folder supplied with this 
document.*** 
(4.3.1) Experiment One: 
The purpose of the first experiment undertaken was to establish 
an understanding of the process of setting up serial communication 
between a microcontroller and Unity. Once a connection had been 
created, the effect of varying the baud rate of the serial port on delay in 
the transference of the signal between devices was observed and a 
recording of the time lag was taken. This was conducted to establish 
the optimum data transfer speed to use going forward.  
In this test, the circuit was configured as shown in (Fig.5), an 
Arduino Uno Rev 3 was connected to the P.C via a U.S.B cable, and 
an L.E.D was connected to the Arduino ground and Digital I/O pin 2.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 5 : Circuit 1. 
1 x Arduino Uno R3 
1 x 5mm L.E.D Red (633nm) 
1 x 220 Ω  Resistor  
Wires—Red/Black/Blue 
Arduino Uno connected 
directly to P.C via USB 2.0 
Type A cable.  
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Scripts were then written using C# and Arduino C to allow serial 
port communication between the two devices. (Fig.6) 
One script configured the Arduino to wait for a command from 
Unity3d, a specific ASCII character "H".  The other controlled a basic 
scene in Unity3d, each time a key in the digital environment was 
pressed, the command character was transmitted, upon receiving the 
correct character the Arduino set the state of the L.E.D. to 'HIGH' (On), 
for a period of 2seconds then off again. Having made a visual 
confirmation that the system was working the next step was to 
investigate the effect of varying the Baud Rate of the serial ports and 
record any lag in data transfer, the aim is to select a speed which 
offers the lowest response time, as lag at this stage will only be 
compounded as the complexity of the system increases.  
The baud rates (Bps), the rate of data transmitted via the serial 
port in bytes per second, of both the Arduino and Unity interface were 
initially set to 9600Bps (or 960 characters per second), then increased 
to 19200Bps and finally 115200Bps. For each case, ten recordings 
were made of the time delay between hitting a key in Unity and the 
Arduino C C# 
Figure 6: Serial Port Setup Arduino IDE and Unity 
Figure 7: Graph showing the outcome of varying the Baud Rate of the Serial Port -  response 
in sec 
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L.E.D lighting on the Arduino. Results have been plotted onto the 
graph shown in Fig.7 
The method to record the time delay cannot be considered 100% 
accurate as they is an element of human error in the data recording. 
This is due to the fact that to record the delay in response the timmer 
was manually stopped when the L.E.D was observed to be on, and 
therefore the results will be affected by the observes personal reflexes. 
While this affects the overall accuracy in terms of time delay, it is not 
significant enough to undermind the purpose of the test, the outcome 
still highlighted the impact of changing the baud rate and as such the 
rate selected moving forward would be 115200Bps. While higher 
transfer rates are available due to the intention of transferring data via 
Bluetooth (B.T.), 115200Bps was chosen as this is the highest 
recommended transfer speed for B.T.  
The average response time for the system was approximately 
seven-tenths of a second, which when you account for the assumed 
human error was determined to be sufficiently low enough to proceed 
with further design work. At this point, a stable connection between the 
microcontroller and Unity had been created, however, the transfer of 
data was in the wrong direction, from Unity to the Arduino, therefore, in 
the second experiment the objective was to establish sending data 
from the Arduino to Unity.   
(4.3.2) Experiment Two: 
The objective of the second feasibility test was to establish 
communication in the opposite direction to that created in experiment 
One, for the system to work the interactions in the real-world must be 
transmitted into the digital environment. Once the connection was 
established, a Unity scene was created in which a game objects 
visibility was toggled between true/false depending on the signal 
received from the Arduino. Messages sent from the Arduino were 
stamped with a count number and then received data was displayed in 
the Unity console, observations of the received sequence of numbers 
were then made to ensure that each time the button has pressed a 
response was detected in Unity. This was conducted to confirm the 
suitability of tactile switches being used in the toolkit to trigger events.  
For this experiment, the circuit was configured, as shown in 
(Fig.8). The Arduino is once again connected to Unity via U.S.B. A 
tactile switch had then been added to the system . Connected to set to 
be active on logic low, the switch is held in a high state through the 
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use of a pull-up resistor of 4.4 KΩ. When the switch is active, a signal 
is sent to Unity, which in turn triggers the dynamic state of a game 
object.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An Arduino script was created to read the digital input and send 
an 'H' for high/On or an 'L' for Low/Off, and a count number so that 
when received in Unity it was possible to identify each press of the 
switch and ensure that each signal was correctly received (Fig.9).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each time the switch in the real-world was pressed, the resulting 
received message in Unity triggers the state of a simple game object 
from visible to not visible and displays the received message in the 
console window. To establish that the signal was being consistently 
correctly received the switch was triggered 30 times and each 
outcome was recorded, full details of the results can be found in the 
design appendix (P: 29-32) 
For the system to correctly operate a new control script was also 
created for Unity, this script contains two crucial new functions. A 
Figure 8: Circuit set up for Experiment two.  
Figure 9: Arduino Code to send trigger data to Unity 
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method of reading the incoming data was created with a try and catch 
so that if no signal is received, the system does not hang up waiting for 
one. (Fig.10) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next of function to handle processing the incoming data was 
created, that triggered events in Unity when the correct data was 
received. (Fig.11) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When a signal is received by Unity, the first method reads in the 
incoming data from the serial buffer. Then a Boolean variable is set to 
true, this, in turn, fires the ShowNewData method which checks to see 
what has been received and triggers events in Unity accordingly and 
displays the incoming data in the Unity console window.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 40 : Method to read incoming data in unity 
Figure 11: Shows function for turning received signals into actions in the Unity 
Environment 
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As the results in (Fig.12) show on two occasions, the signal was 
not received in Unity giving a success rate of 93%. Upon review of the 
Arduino code implemented, the drop in the signal can be accounted for 
as there is a coded delay of one second after each button press. Put in 
place to stop the system overloading, this resulted in the signal being 
dropped, as if the switch is triggered repeatedly in too quick a 
succession, then this would prevent it from being detected. In future 
iterations, this will be addressed by removing the delay.  
Having now established communications in the desired direction 
Arduino to Unity. Confirmed that using tactile switches would be a 
suitable solution for the toolkit, and developed an appropriate set of 
scripts for sending and receiving data. The next step was to test the 
transmission of more complex data structure. As so far only a single 
fixed 'H' or 'L' value has been sent, but to create the remaining tools 
for the kit a way of transmitting variables that contain data stored as 
floats or integer values that can continuously change must be created. 
This is addressed in the next two feasibility tests. 
(4.3.3) Experiment Three: 
In the third feasibility experiment, the objective was to create an 
understanding of how to transmit dynamically changing variables. As 
so far, only a single fixed ASCII character has been sent. Since the 
overall design objective will involve more complex data structures 
being transferred, a system for enabling this process requires 
investigation. To test this, a new circuit was set up using a rotary 
potentiometer (P.O.T.) to send a variable data stream to Unity. When 
received, the data will be processed and then applied to a game 
object. In this instance, the received value of resistance from the 
P.O.T. is used to control the radius of a sphere so that the effect of 
Of the 30 signals sent from the         
Arduino to Unity only two were 
dropped, L23 and L24, 
Confirming that this approach to     
sending data via a tactile switch     
would be sufficient for the                
purposes of this project  
Figure 12: Results of triggering switch 30 times, shows two signals were dropped.  
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changing the value can be seen. The received data will also be printed 
to the Unity console. The secondary objective is to test the reliability of 
the P.O.T. as an input detection tool, as the intention is to use P.O.T.'s 
to track the rotation of static interactions.  
The circuit set-up is shown in (Fig.13), a 10KΩ rotatory variable 
resistor connected to GND and +5v of Arduino, with the slider (middle 
pin) connected to analogue pin 0 (A0) of the Arduino, and then this is 
connected to Unity Via USB.  
  With the circuit set-up and serial connection established the 
Arduino was configured with an updated script to send the value of the 
P.O.T. to Unity. Initially, this presented a new design problem. The 
value of the P.O.T. ranges from 0-1023Ωs, but the serial write function 
in Arduino can only send a single byte (0-256). There were several 
possible ways to handle this. The value of the Pot could be stored as 
an integer variable which Arduino handles in 16bit, two bytes; this data 
could then be split into low and high bytes, transmitted and then 
converted back into an integer when received. The downside to this is 
it adds calculations that must be computed by the microcontroller, 
which given that the eventual solution could involve multiple sensors 
that require splitting and transmitting could potentially add latency to 
the system. The second approach would use a conversion to scale the 
range of 0-1023 to 0-256; this would once again be reversed when 
received by Unity. However, this approach will suffer from the same 
issues as the first, with the added extra of rounding errors from the 
conversion process resulting in inaccurate data being received.   
Figure 13: Cicuit Set-up for Experiment 3 
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Thankfully, there was another method that could be applied 
instead of using the Serial.Write() function; the system could continue 
to use the Serial. Print () option, which as already seen transmits the 
data as strings. With this approach, the value read from the analogue 
sensors is split into its characters and sent as a string. This involves 
very little onboard computation. Allows for the full range of the P.O.T. 
to be used, as the data can easily be converted from a String to a 
Float or Int within the Unity environment, which benefits from far 
superior computational power and will not cause any lag/latency. The 
function to handle this can be seen in (Fig.14).  
 
 
 
 
 
The advantage of taking this approach is also that it remains 
compatible with the previous method of sending data from the triggers. 
With a solution to transmitting the variable data in place, the 
ShowNewData function in Unity also needed to be updated to convert 
the received String into a useable numerical value again. (Fig.15) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This was achieved by utilising one of the many important builtin 
functions of Unity, Parse, which allows data to be passed from one 
variable type to another with ease. 
With both the microcontroller and Unity set-up a test of the 
system was conducted, the value of the P.O.T. received by Unity, once 
converted, was applied to the transform of the local scale of a sphere 
Use Arduino analogue  
input to read POT data 
and send and send as 
ASCI characters via    
the serial port. 
Figure 14: Use of the Serial.Print function to send data as ASCII characters  
Conversion of string to 
Float so data can be 
used to control as 
objects local scale.  
Figure 15 : Scirpt to convet Sting to a Flaot in Unity, using the buily in parse function.  
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game object in the environment, and as the value of the P.O.T. was 
variated as too was the size of the radius of the sphere. (Fig.16) 
As can be seen in the outcome was as desired the value of the 
P.O.T. was successfully transmitted, received and converted into a 
usable value in Unity, and applied to the object.  
This outcome was not achieved without some errors being 
created, a review of the data captured highlighted a recording of 11 
miss reads in the process where the data received was not in the 
correct form for Unity to convert to a Float. (Fig.17) 
 
 
It was also observed that there is a small dead zone in the 
response of the P.O.T. the value stays at zero for the first few degrees 
of rotation. While neither issue caused severe problems in this 
experiment, both will need to be investigated further. As repeated miss 
reads will cause the system to hang or crash, and will generate 
another source of system Lag. Also, if the P.O.T. is to be used to track 
rotation as intended, the dead zone will need to be accounted for. Both 
problems are addressed and successfully corrected later in the design 
process.  
(4.3.4) Experiment Four:  
In the fourth experiment, the objective was to build on the 
previous test by introducing multiple dynamic variables at once. This 
Figure 16: Outcome of varying resistance value and application of it to a game object in unity.  
Figure 17: Error count captured in Unity as data was being received from the POT via Arduino  
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was achieved through the use of an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), 
the option selected offers 9 degrees of freedom, provided by an 
onboard accelerometer and gyroscope, outputting data as X, Y, and Z 
values of rotation. The intention of the experiment carried out was to 
find a way of sending three variables at once to Unity, then splitting the 
data and applying each value to the corresponding x,y,z rotation of a 
game object in Unity. As a secondary objective, this experiment will 
also serve as a test of the stability of the IMUs output to see if the 
selected module will be sufficient for accurately relaying rotation 
information.  
The set-up of this experiment can be seen in the circuit diagram 
(Fig.18). The IMU is connected to the Arduinos +5v and ground 
connection, the S.D.A. (Serial Data) is then connected to the S.D.A. 
port of the Arduino, and the S.C.L. (Serial Clock) to the S.C.L. of the 
Arduino.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The S.D.A. and S.C.L. ports are part of the Arduino I2C bus. I2C 
is a simple way of connecting single or multiple devices and sensors to 
microcontrollers, as the connection can be established with just two 
wires. The S.D.A. (Serial Data) carries the data to be transmitted. At 
the same time, the S.C.L. ( Serial Clock) synchronises the data 
transfer between the devices on the I2C bus and is generated by the 
host device, in this case, the Arduino. To read the orientation data 
outputted by the IMU pre-configured software libraries are 
implemented. This is one of the main advantages of creating with the 
Arduino IDE as many/most manufacturer of components have also 
produced support libraries to simplify implementation. The specific 
Figure 18: Circuit set up for experiment 4, shows an Adafruit Inertial Measument Unit connected to the Arduino I2C 
ports 
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libraries utilised in this experiment were, Adafruit_Sensor, 
Adafruit_LSM303, Adafruit_L3GD20 and Adafruit_9DOF. These 
provide pre-configured methods and functions to read the IMUs output.   
Having constructed the circuit and installed the relevant libraries 
into the Arduino IDE, Three functions were created, to output each of 
the desired variables, X, Y and Z orientation. Fig.19 shows an example 
of these functions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These functions provided the first part of the solution to output 
multiple variables at once, by adding the prefix of the axis label to each 
reading when the data is received in Unity it can be easily identified 
and applied to the desired target.  However, as not, all the components 
in the toolkit will have clear labels and to counter issues with sending 
multiples of the same data, for example, more than one active IMU in a 
scene. The second level of separation was added in the form of start 
and end markers for each packet of data sent. (Fig.20). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To receive the data packets at the Unity side of the system, the 
ShowNewData script was modified again to reflect the new data 
structure as was the method for reading incoming data from the serial 
port, and a new function to handle incoming data was created.  
Outputs the orientation 
data, preceded by the 
corresponding axis   
label  
Figure 19: Example of function to output the X-axis rotation data, using adafruits Sensor Libraries 
The greater than > , 
and less than < are 
used a starting and 
ending markers  
Figure 50: Example code showing the use of start and end markers to separate each variable.  
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The read method was converted from reading a line as a String 
to reading the individual characters received and storing them in a 
Char variable. (Fig. 21) 
When data is received now, it is parsed into the new received 
with start and end markers function. (Fig.22) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This new function starts to read the received chars into an array 
each time a start marker is detected; this ends once an end marker is 
received and the new data function is then triggered. The updated 
showNewData function can be seen in (Fig.23) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21: Updated received data method,  reads individual charaters as opposed to whole strings.  
Figure 22: example of the new function to split incoming data by a start and end marker 
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This shows how the data stored in the char array is converted 
first into a String, then a series of if statements are used to check the 
prefix character than identifies which variable the data should be 
applied to. To reduce miss read or corrupted data in the array, the char 
trim function is used to remove the prefix character and any other stray 
characters that may be in the String. Once all non-numerical 
characters have been removed, it is once again converted to a float 
variable, this time the value is applied to the corresponding axis of a 
game objects rotation. 
 
 
The outcome of this experiment produced several further design 
considerations. Firstly the output from the IMU was not stable or 
consistent even when the IMU was perfectly flat and not in motion. 
This resulted in the game object jittering which in a V.R environment 
would affect the immersive experience of the user; also if this IMU 
were used for example on an object that needed to be aimed 
accurately, it would be impossible. Secondly, the issue seen in the 
previous experiment where Unity was unable to convert some data 
into strings as it was corrupted when it was received became much 
more apparent. More concerningly caused the system to freeze. It did 
not crash Unity, only froze the thread reading incoming data.  
As the results from this experiment were not satisfactory, further 
investigation into why this was happening was required. To better 
understand where the issue was arising a graph of the output from the 
Figure 23: Updated Show New data fuction, which now spits incoming data based in the prefix 
character received.  
Figure 24: application of IMU data to a unity game object  
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IMU was produced to see if the problem was relating to the output 
itself, or in the way the data was being handled in Unity. (Fig.25) 
The graph shows a plot of the values outputted by the IMU for 
each axis as it was slowly rotated. The desired result would be three 
smooth and consistent waveforms, as can be seen, this is not the case 
for this IMU. The graph shows that the outputted values varied every 
few seconds, which accounts for the jittering seen in Unity, and the 
read errors detected that caused the system to freeze, which were 
caused by the drop-off in output data.  
This presents a serious design issue that needed to be 
addressed if the continued use of IMUs in the toolkit was to be made 
possible. Initial attempts were made to alleviate the problem by 
applying smoothing to the signal from the IMU. High and low pass 
filters were applied to the output, however, to produce a stable signal 
required a broad range to be used with both filters. The results were 
that while the output signal was stable, there was also a dead zone 
that resulted in a lag in response when the IMU was rotated. As the 
initial attempts to apply smoothing were unsuccessful research into the 
issue was conducted using online forums.  Information gathered online 
strongly suggested that perfecting an algorithm for accurate real-time 
smoothing would be complicated and very time-consuming. A 
suggested alternative to this approach was to change out the specific 
model of IMU, as the currently selected component was very low-cost, 
and models that boasted much more consistent results were available.  
Sourcing a replacement IMU was the choice that was selected to 
reduce the amount of time spent trying to clean up the existing signal. 
The chosen new part was the Bosh BNO055 absolute orientation IMU. 
Figure 25: Graph showing signal output from the IMU over time in seconds  
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The significant advantage of using this model of IMU is that it has a 
built-in microcontroller of its own. This onboard processor is explicitly 
designed to control the output signal. The result is a stable and 
consistent output of rotation data, solving the problem of the lower cost 
IMU.  
This concluded the feasibility testing of the components to be 
used as peripheral sensors. These four experiments demonstrated the 
potential simplicity of using direct serial connections in sending data to 
Unity. However, there are some drawbacks to this approach. This 
configuration would require a significant amount of cables and USB 
ports to achieve control over multiple microcontrollers and would limit 
the adaptability of the system. Therefore, a wireless solution required 
investigation. The final experiment looks specifically at the process of 
configuring a wireless communication system based on Bluetooth.  
(4.3.5) Experiment Five: 
 
 
 
 
In the final experiment, two circuits were configured using 
Arduino Uno's and HC-05 Bluetooth modules (Fig.26), to test their 
wireless transmission capabilities. The principle was to create a circuit 
that when a button on either controller was pressed the other opposing 
devices' L.E.D would light up, having received a signal via Bluetooth, 
demonstrating the establishment of two-way wireless communication.  
The HC-05's were chosen based on their cost per unit, simplicity 
of implementation, both in terms of coding and circuit design, along 
with their ability to be configured in one of two modes. When set-up in 
Master mode, an HC-05 module can initiate a connection with another 
device. Whereas in Slave mode, they are only capable of receiving 
incoming signals. For example, a games console or tablet would be 
the master devices, and B.T. enabled headphones, speakers or 
controllers would be the slaves. 
To begin this experiment, the HC-05 modules required pairing to 
establish communication. To do this, they needed setting to their AT 
(Attention Command) mode to allow access to their default command 
settings. This is enabled by adding a connection from the EN or 
Figure 26: HC-05 Blutooth Module   
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STATE pin of the HC-05 to the +5 volts of the microcontroller, pulling 
this connection HIGH and therefore activating the AT mode 
commands. Also, the links to the Arduino are reversed from their 
normal operating state. To transmit under regular operation, the R.X. 
(receiving)  and TX (transmitting) pins are connected from the HC-05s 
to their opposites on the microcontroller. Still, to program them in AT 
mode, this is reversed. Once the device is in AT mode, it is possible to 
configure and retrieve several key operational variables using the 
Arduino IDE's or any other serial control software.  
The primary information required for operating the two devices 
as a pair is their unique M.A.C. (Media Access Control) address, these 
comprise of six sets of two-digit, hexadecimal number separated by 
colons for example – 98:d3:81:fd:88:c8. This allows each device on a 
network or multiples of the same device to be easily distinguished from 
one another. For this experiment, the device NAME, ROLE, BIND and 
BAUD rate options were also accessed and where required altered.  
• NAME: was reset to Master/Slave respectively, for ease of 
future identification.  
o AT+NAME = Master 
• BIND: was set for the Slave unit to the Mac address of the 
master module.  
o AT+BIND = 98,d3,81,fd,88,c8 
• BAUD Rate: was increased to 115200, allowing for a 
potentially more significant sized data packet to be sent in 
a single burst. 
o AT+UART = 115200 
• ROLE:  This was set to Master(1) or Slave (0) as required.  
o AT+ROLE = 1/0 
In this instance, the Master BT was configured to an Arduino 
Uno with an L.E.D and a button attached; this was then synced to the 
Figure 27: Arduino Uno Master  
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second Uno with the same configuration and the Slave HC-05. 
(Fig.27/Fig.28).  
Once the Bluetooth was configured, and the relevant scripts 
were loaded onto the respective Arduino's, the outcome was as 
expected. A connection between the two devices was established, and 
it was possible to control the L.E.D's wirelessly. A further test was 
conducted to determine a maximum range, by simply increasing the 
slave's distance from the master unit until the connection was lost, this 
distance was consistently discovered to be approximately 4m in range.  
The outcomes of this experiment outlined several further design 
considerations. Firstly, it is only possible to connect a single HC-05 
slave to a master; multiple connections require disconnecting and 
switching BIND addresses, which, while possible, would add a 
substantial amount of computing time. Secondly, the Arduino Uno is 
limited to having only one hardware serial port, preventing the use of 
multiple HC-05's on a single board, which would hypothetically 
address the first problem. A potential solution to this would be 
software-based using virtual serial ports. However, this also would 
increase processing time. There is another hindrance to only having a 
single serial port that also needs consideration. That is that to update 
the software on the control board; you would be required to physically 
disconnect the Bluetooth controller from the Arduino as the serial 
connection is shared with the USB port. This, again, would impact the 
overall efficiency of the system.  
As already mentioned increase in computing time directly 
translates to a potential lag/latency in the virtual environment, which 
would be detrimental to an immersive experience, therefore, ensuring 
any solution is optimised for efficiency is crucial.  For this reason, an 
Figure 28: Arduino Slave  
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alternative approach to connecting multiple devices to a single host 
device (Brain) required investigating.    
To establish control over multiple peripheral devices via 
Bluetooth (B.T.), several solutions were considered. Initially, the most 
evident resolution appeared to be to directly connect to the control 
devices internal B.T. controller of the P.C. While this approach would 
eliminate the requirements of multiple USB connections, it also raises 
a potential issue that severely limits the effectiveness of the system. 
The manufacturers' recommended number of simultaneous B.T. 
connections to any single P.C or Mac to avoid system instability, is 7. If 
you factor in that most users will potentially have B.T. enabled 
keyboards, mice, speakers, headsets and phone already connected, 
six connections are already spoken for, this leaves only one available 
for the new peripheral.  As this would essentially render the proposed 
system functionally useless, finding a solution to this problem was an 
immediate priority.  
The proposed solution to this was to develop an additional 
microcontroller layer to the original Core Nervous System architecture 
to handle the connection of B.T. devices externally and forward data to 
the Brain via a single serial link. The intended advantage of this would 
be two-fold. One that setting up serial Communication via USB in 
different design environments is more straight-forward than configuring 
multiple B.T. connections, thus ensuring the Core Nervous System 
remains adaptable, and implementation remains straight forward. Two, 
by creating an external control for the B.T., you eliminate any issues of 
conflicting with the limitations of the operating system.  
The design and implementation of this proposed solution are 
detailed in the first section of the prototyping chapter that immediately 
follows on from this current chapter.  
 
(4.4) Outcomes Of Feasibility Testing:  
The objectives of the feasibility experiments carried out were to 
gain knowledge and understanding of how each of the primary 
components selected for the Core Nervous System (C.N.S) could be 
implemented as tools for the Haptic Prototyping Toolkit (H.T.P)—
assessing each one, based on its suitability for use and highlighting 
any further design considerations. In the process of completing these 
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tests, two of the initial concept design questions have now been 
addressed.  
➢ D1. Sourced from pre-established hardware where 
possible or constructed from easy to source pieces 
➢ D2. Built on a commonly accessible and where available 
free to use development platforms. 
It has now been shown that building the H.T.P using pre-
established hardware, i.e. Microcontrollers, tactile switches, rotary 
P.O.T.'s, IMUs and Bluetooth modules, will be possible. Also, the 
experiments demonstrated that creating the H.T.P control software can 
be entirely completed using free to use design and development 
platforms, i.e. Unity 3d and Arduino IDE.  
The research and experimentation also highlighted the need for 
further design work to provide solutions to some of the issues 
discovered. These are:  
• Creation of an intermediary control device to handle multiple 
peripheral devices.  
• Refining a system to catch and control, or irradicate errors, 
relating to corrupted or partially received data packets.  
• Further testing of the newly selected IMU module.  
Finding design solutions to these problems will be addressed in 
the next phase of the development process.  
(4.5) Conclusions from Technical Research:  
 The overall purpose of the technical research chapter was to 
show the process that was conducted to select the components that 
would make up the tools of the H.T.P. To gain an understanding of 
how to proceed into the prototyping design phase. From work carried 
out so far, there are now a set of components that have been proven 
to be suitable for use in the H.T.P, to move the design process forward 
these components required developing into their respective prototype 
states.   
 To begin the prototyping phase, a set of mini design briefs that 
compliment the main brief already established were created. These 
briefs would be used to form the structure of the prototyping process, 
and are as follows.  
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• Phase One: Control Interface:  
Address the issue of not being able to connect multiple 
devices using direct Bluetooth connections to the Brain (host 
P.C), and due to the limitations of available serial ports on the 
Arduino Uno, not being able to solve this by using multiple BT 
HC-05 modules. The proposed solution, as outlined in section 
(4.3.5), is to design and develop an intermediary control device 
that handles all incoming connections and forwards the received 
data to Unity.   
• Phase Two: Static Interactions: 
To design a system that uses the tactile switches and 
P.O.T.'s to track and relay static interactions. As defined 
previously, a Static interaction is an object in the virtual space 
that has a fixed location, with either a button/switch or a pivot 
point (hinge), that allows for interaction.  
• Phase Three: Mobile Interactions: 
To design a method of tracking mobile objects rotation in 
3D space using the IMU and an as yet defined system for 
monitoring their position in 3D space.  Mobile interaction is 
defined as interaction with objects that do not have a fixed 
location in the environment. 
• Phase Four: Creating a complete System: 
Combing the prototypes generated in phases One to Three 
into the first iteration of a complete Haptic Prototyping Toolkit. 
• Phase Five: Design the Evaluation Environment:  
Design and develop an evaluation scenario that will 
facilitate user testing of the system. To provide a platform for 
data collection to investigate any indications that this approach to 
Haptic Interaction has a positive or any kind of impact on the 
end-users sense of Immersion and Presence.  
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Prototype Phase One (5) 
(5.1) Introduction: 
The first phase of the prototyping process was to address the 
design problems surrounding the control of multiple peripheral devices. 
As defined in the Phase One design brief.  
• Address the issue of not being able to connect multiple devices 
using direct Bluetooth connections to the Brain (host P.C), and 
due to the limitations of available serial ports on the Arduino 
Uno, not being able to solve this by using multiple BT HC-05 
modules. The proposed solution is to design and develop an 
intermediary control device that handles all incoming 
connections and forwards the received data to Unity.   
 The original architecture of the Core Nervous System(C.N.S.) 
was designed around a direct wireless/wired connection from the 
peripheral devices to the Brain (Host P.C), however, as discovered in 
the feasibility testing, there are issues with this approach that affect the 
implementation of this system. As uncovered in the previous Chapter, 
these issues presented design problems that required resolving before 
the process of development could continue. In the technical research 
chapter (4.3.5), the concept of creating a new layer of the C.N.S was 
proposed, and the redesigned C.N.S. architecture accommodating 
these planned improvements can be seen in (Fig1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Initial Core Nervous System: 
(C.N.S.) 
Three peripherals transmitting   
data directly to P.C 
BRAIN 
CONTROL 
1 2 3 
Revised C.N.S. Structure: 
BRAIN 
(CONTROL PC/Unity) 
HAND 
Microcontroller 
1 2 3 
Three peripherals transmitting data to 
intermediate control device that 
forwards data to P.C 
Figure 1: Initial and Revised Core Nervous System Architecture  
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Figure 2: Microcontroller Model Teensy 3.2 Selected to drive the Hand control unit  
As the infographic shows, the planned solution was to add an 
additional microcontroller layer to the original Core Nervous System 
architecture. To externally handle the connection of Bluetooth devices 
and forward data to the Brain (Host P.C) via a single serial port 
connection.  
The Microcontroller that would be used for this new Hand 
element was selected from the research carried out of available 
boards (see Design Diary appendix (P.8-15)), and based on the 
following criteria: 
• Low-cost board, that was readily available to all end users. 
• Have a suitable level of processing power, to prevent the 
creation of a bottleneck in the data flow.  
• Must have the option of multiple hardware serial ports.  
• Have a small form factor, so that it would require minimal 
space in the end-users work environment.  
The solution selected was the PJRC Robotics board Teensy 3.2. 
(Fig2.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By integrating the Teensy 3.2 into the Core Nervous System 
(C.N.S.), it potentially addresses all the questions raised in Phase 
One.  
TEENSY 3.2
This microcontroller has three hardware serial 
ports available, that operate separately to the USB 
connection.  
Serial ports are on pins 0/1,7/8 and 9/10, 
highlighted in blue.  
Processor/Memory :                                                       
Cort ex -M4  (72Mhz)/ 256k Flash / 64K RAM                      
Dimensions:                                                                    
18mm x 36mm  (1.2mm thick) 
Cost per unit: 
(approx.) 
£18.00 
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The Teensy 3.2 has significant advantages over the Arduino 
Uno, processor speeds of up to 96Mhz (overclocked) v’s the 16Mhz of 
the Uno and four hardware serial ports, three that operate 
independently of the main USB interface. At the same time, the 
Teensy still benefits from the use of the Arduino IDE, with the addition 
of the TeensyDuino Library. (PJRC, 2019). This allows for its’ 
deployment as a host controller that is compatible with the range of 
Arduino and Teensy boards, that can all be configured in a single 
programming environment 
Access to independent serial ports allows for direct USB 
communication with the Brain (host P.C), while still allowing for 
separate Bluetooth connections. The fact that there are three ports 
also means that three master HC-05 modules could be connected and 
run concurrently, allowing for the control of three peripheral devices, 
while still only requiring a single USB connection to the host. This 
phase of prototyping aimed to test the solution by developing a 
prototype of the Hand Peripheral Control Device. Having developed an 
outline design criterion, built around the Teensy 3.2 and HC-05 
modules, an initial circuit design was developed (Fig.3). The concept is 
to connect three Bluetooth (B.T.) HC-05 modules to the three serial 
ports and link them to three L.E.D.’s to signal when a connection with 
a peripheral has been established. Each of the HC-05’s would also be 
paired to a unique Slave device. The Microcontroller will then act as a 
data forwarding hub, collecting incoming signals from each B.T. Slave 
peripheral, compiling them and sending this information on to the Brain 
(Host P.C) to be processed into interactions in the virtual environment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Fist Design of prototype Hand Device Circuit Layout 
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(5.2) First Prototype: Hand Development. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To create a functioning prototype system, a three-stage 
approach was adopted. In stage one a replication of the circuit design 
was built on a breadboard set up (Fig.4), and the components were 
configured with the relevant control software. The second stage 
involved testing the system’s ability to forward incoming data 
efficiently. Then, once confirmation of the performance of the system 
had been confirmed, the final step was to build a physical prototype of 
the Hand device.  
(5.2.1) Initial Circuit Prototype and Component   Configuration:  
  The first step in the configuration process was to set up 
each pair of HC-05 modules into their respective Master and Slave 
modes. This was accomplished using the same methods outlined in 
Chapter (4.3.5). While each module was in its AT command mode they 
were renamed to HAND1/2/3, and Slave 1/2/3 as required, the Baud 
rates were set to the previously established speed of 115200Bps, and 
each pair was bound to each other using their unique Mac addresses. 
The Binding processing being applied here is to ensure that there is a 
level of control over the flow of data from the peripherals to specific 
Master devices. This control was included pre-emptively to ensure that 
later in development incoming signals of the same data structure, for 
Hand Control Module:     
v1.0                                  
1 x Teensy 3.2           
3 x HC-05 (master mode)          
3 x 650nm L.E.D’s            
1 x Micro USB Cable        
1 x Breadboard + Wires
Figure 4: Refined Breadboard layout and circuit diagram for Hand Version 1.0 
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example, multiple instances of the same type of interface module 
connected to individual cases of peripheral devices, could be easily 
identified and processed correctly. (Fig 5.) 
 
  
  
  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Once the Bluetooth modules were correctly configured, the 
prototype circuit was assembled on a breadboard, as shown in (Fig.6). 
The Teensy controller was then loaded with a new script to configure 
forwarding of the received data. An example of the forwarding function 
is shown in (Fig.7).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Primary Circuit Design Testing configuration  
Each Peripheral    
Device has its 
own unique 
serial port and 
MAC address 
Figure 5: Hand v1.0 Configuration script Arduino C 
Figure 7: Example f the system used to forward incoming data to the Brain 
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 The breadboard configuration was then connected to unity3d via 
USB serial connection, and the control script created during the 
feasibility testing was applied again. To demonstrate control from each 
peripheral device and to check that signals where not getting crossed, 
i.e. interactions occurring on the wrong object.  
(5.2.2) Evaluating Prototype Setup: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To test the Hands capability to forward data effectively, three test 
peripherals were created (Fig.8). These used the Slave HC-05’s paired 
to the Master modules on the Hand Control Device to transmit a single 
Char value that alternated depending on the state of the onboard 
button. With Unity configured to read incoming data from the serial 
buffer and then depending on the Character received triggered an 
event in the Unity environment, for this test this was to toggle the 
Boolean state of the SetAcitve() function for a game object, and 
register a Log in the console declaring which of the Slave devices had 
just been interacted with. (Fig.8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Screen Captures 
from Unity 
showing 
successful receipt 
of signals from the 
Slave devices.  
 Figure 8: Unity – Hand Test 1 Screen Captures showing successful receipt of incoming 
signals from slave devices 
Figure 8: Slave test Circuit  
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The prototype system of the Hand circuitry performed well in the 
initial phase of testing, and the desired outcome in Unity was proven to 
be consistently repeatable, therefore, to move forward with the design 
process a more permanent iteration of the prototype was created.  
(5.2.3) First Prototype: Construction of the Hand: 
  As the circuit for the system had already been developed 
(see 6.3 Fig.4), this design was transferred to a sheet of Perfboard to 
allow the soldering of components into position. (Fig.9) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With the main motherboard constructed the initial test were 
repeated to confirm that the build was stable, and the circuit was 
thoroughly tested to ensure that there were no dry joints in the 
soldering or short circuits.  
As both tests proved successful, a connection with the 
peripherals was established, and data was correctly received in 
Unity, the completed motherboard was encased in a basic 
housing for protection. (Fig.10) 
(5.3) Conclusions from Phase One: 
 The objectives of phase one were to show how the solutions to 
the design brief created in the technical research chapter were 
integrated into a functional prototype. Then, following the assembly of 
the Hand v1.0, to evaluate its capabilities to ensure the device was 
suitable for further use. Having confirmed the performance of the 
HAND : VERSION 1.0             
1 x Teensy 3.2                          
3 x  Green L.E.D’s                   
1 x Control Board                        
1 x Micro USB Cable               
3 x HC-05 (Master) 
Figure 9: Circuit Board layout and Components used to construct the first Hand 
prototype 
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system and determined that the Hand would operate as an adequate 
control and data management device, it was determined that this new 
element of the Core Nervous System had been successfully integrated 
into its’ architecture. Fig.10 shows the completed prototype build. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
**End of Chapter, space left intently blank** 
Figure 10: Final build of first Hand prototype Control Device  
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Prototype Phase Two (6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(6.1) Introduction: 
At this stage in the development of the Haptic Prototyping 
Toolkit, solutions to several of the design problems uncovered so far 
have been found. Communication between host P.C Brain and 
peripheral devices has been established along with the means to 
manage the flow of information from peripherals using the Hand. Yet to 
be addressed is the crucial component of how to translate real-world 
interactions into virtual reactions. This will be achieved through the 
development of peripheral devices (Fig.1).  
The next step in the prototyping process will be to address the 
phase two brief.  
• Design a system that uses the tactile switches and POTs 
to track and relay static interactions.  
In this Chapter, the process of creating the tracking of Static 
based interactions will be covered. Static based interactions are 
assumed to be, interactions with an object with a fixed location in 3D 
space, but with a pivot point or switch/button, for example, a door that 
rotates on its hinge or a light switch.  
  
 
 
 
Figure 1: State of Full System Architecture as of the End of Phase Two.  
HTC VIVE 
HP-Omen 
+Unity3d 
Hand 
V1.0 
EYES 
BRAIN HAND 
PERIPHERALS 
Complete System Architecture:  
Purple Items Still to be Developed  
Core Nervous System (C.N.S) 
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 (6.2) Developing Basic Static Interactions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 To create the system for tracking interactions of a static nature, 
modular elements for the microcontrollers will be developed. As 
established in the feasibility testing the components used will be a 
tactile switch for triggering events in the virtual environment, for 
example, pulling a trigger, switching a light or detecting the placing of 
an object (Fig2). A rotary potentiometer will be utilised to trace rotation, 
of dials, levers, or a combination on a safe, for example. (FIG.3)  
(6.2.1) Triggers  
 
 
 
 
 
To create the trigger system the circuit configuration for the 
button from experiments carried out in (4.3.2) was converted into a 
finished prototype to create a single trigger and adapted to produce a 
double trigger (Fig.5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Simple Single and Double Trigger Switch 
Figure 2: Tacktile Switch 
Figure 3: 10kΩ Rotary 
Potentiometer 
Figure 5 : Concept sketches of the Trigger 
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These Triggers were then tested for faults by repeating the 
experiment carried out in (4.3.2). Once stable functionality had been 
confirmed, duplicates were made in preparation for their deployment in 
conjunction with other modules to replicate real-world interaction. With 
a suitable solution created designed move onto looking at rotation 
tracking.  
(6.2.2) Rotation Tracking: 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To create the rotation tracking, first, a test was conducted to 
determine the range of motion in the potentiometers, as they do not 
rotate a full 360 degrees.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The POT was attached to a pivot, with a pencil attached, this 
was then used to draw an outline of the rotation, and a protractor was 
then used to calculate the min and max angles. 
Figure 6 : Concept sketches of the rotation tracker  
Figure 7: Pictures showing how the max angle of the POT was established 
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The tests carried out the established the range of the of POT to 
be from 0-295° degrees. However, to account for the dead zone 
identified in the feasibility test, this was reduced by 20° to 275°. While 
this does not offer a full 360° of rotation, it will be more than sufficient 
to track doors or levers, as their range of motion is usually less than 
180°.  
The data gained from the testing was used to create a script to 
convert the voltage value of the potentiometers into degrees of rotation 
(Fig.8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With this script in place and the teensy set up to send data to the 
Hand via Bluetooth, the next step was to develop a prototype door 
tracker.  
(6.3) Creation of Prototype Door Tracker: 
  To start the process of creating a peripheral device that 
could be attached to a door. To track its position in the real-world and 
transfer it to the digital environment the bracket used in the previous 
test was amended with a slider that fits over the top of the door, with 
the control unit mounted onto the frame (Fig.9) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8 : Voltage to rotation Conversion 
Script 
Figure 9: Pic of the first Gen door tracker 
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 The door tracker allows a real door to be used as a proxy for its 
virtual counterpart, as with substitutional reality, with the added 
advantage of being able to now interact with an object that moves.  
 To test the design and efficiency of the door tracking unit, a 
demo scene in Unity was created. In which a simple environment was 
built. With a door, that you can open, and thanks to setting the VIVE 
base stations up on either side of the door, you could also walk 
through and close it behind you. This system of tracking was enabled 
as the Vive base stations were connected directly using the supplied 
link cable. Screen captures from this demo scene can be seen in 
(Fig.10), and a video of capture taken from within the V.R environment 
and one shot in the real world is included for reference in the Digital 
Appendix Folder /Video Captures of Prototypes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 60: Images show the real-world on the left and what was seen in the Virtual world on the 
right 
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 The outcome of this testing was positive. The door tracker 
worked well. Although after opening and closing the door several 
times, a discrepancy in the alignment became apparent. This was due 
to the POT having shifted slightly; the rotation was beginning in the 
dead zone; therefore, the first 10/20° of rotation of the door was not 
detected, this was noted for consideration in future iterations of the 
design.  
 
(6.4) Conclusions from Phase Two: 
 The objective of this phase of the prototyping process was to 
address the implantation of tracking static interactions by developing 
on the knowledge gained in the previous feasibility testing.  
 Having completed this phase, two tools for the toolkit were now 
ready for deployment in the final evaluation environment. Details of 
which are contained in prototype phase Five.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
**End of Chapter, space left intently blank** 
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Prototype Phase Three (7) 
(7.1) Introduction: 
Having so far completed the first two phases of prototyping, the 
Haptic Prototyping Toolkit was now on its way to being a suitable 
design tool.  
The next step in the prototyping process will be to address the 
phase three brief.  
• Create a method of tracking mobile objects rotation in 3D 
space using the IMU and an as yet defined system for 
monitoring their position in 3D space.  
In this Chapter, the process of creating the tracking of mobile 
interactions will be covered. Mobile interaction is defined as interaction 
with objects that do not have a fixed location in the environment; this 
could be a, for example, a gun or weapon that would be used in a 
game.  
Before prototyping could begin, the issue of how to track position 
in 3D space x,y,z had to be addressed as currently only a system for 
monitoring the rotation of an object has been tested.  
The method of tracking position presents the biggest challenge 
in creating the HTP as this can not be achieved using basic 
components. As was discussed in the Literature Review, extensive 
research and development has been carried out in this area, and there 
as yet has not been a simple way designed that could be applied here. 
Options for tracking position considered were: 
• Use of computer Vision and visible light-based tracking. 
• Using a similar system to Augmented reality, where 
markers are used with computer vision to track an object.  
• Use of IR-Camera and IR-based tracking, using a modified 
camera from a broken Wii remote 
• Use of an external collision system using a technique to 
detect when an object is in hand by having the user's hand 
close a circuit and register a change in voltage. Each 
option was considered in turn, with the outcome of 
identifying which option to use being made based on how 
simply the system could be implemented.  
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The Visible light and other computer vision-based solutions 
would require expensive cameras, and a large amount of computer 
processing power, which could limit the accessibility of the HTP. 
Therefore they were deemed to be overly complex and expensive to 
implement into this project. 
 The IR-Light based system showed promise as it could be built 
using recycled faulty Nintendo Wii remotes, as they have a camera in 
with built-in IR-tracking that outputs the position of the four brightness 
IR dots in view. This approach was investigated and taken as far as a 
functioning prototype; details of this work are included in the Design 
Diary Appendix (P71-77). From investigatory work, it was found that 
while this system would allow for objects to be tracked. It was better 
suited to a desktop design environment and to implement it for this 
system was deemed to be beyond the scope of this research project 
but could be considered in future interactions of the HTP. 
Therefore, it was decided to follow the path of creating an 
external Collison detection system.   
(7.2) Creating External collision detection:  
 To create the external collision detection system, another pre-
existing library for the Arduino IDE was utilised and adapted to suit this 
project's requirement. The library used is called FastTouch, and it 
allows you to turn any of a microcontroller GPI/O pins into capacitive 
touch sensors. The advantage of this is that by adding conductive 
pads to any object in the real world. A change in voltage will be 
detected each time it comes into contact with something that closes 
the circuit, i.e. a human hand, and in turn, this voltage shift can be 
used to send a signal to Unity that the object is currently in Hand or 
has been dropped.  
(7.2.1) Creating the Prototype Limpet Controler:  
To create the system, a broken PlayStation 2 peripheral gun was 
stripped out and modified with a teensy powered control board. The 
board developed also forms the prototype of the peripherals 
themselves, which as they are designed to latch onto real-world 
objects were dubbed "Limpets". 
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Fig.1 shows the 1st 
prototype design brief of the 
external tracking devices. 
The circuit board was et up 
with a Teensy 3.2, HC-05 
Bluetooth, the new IMU 
BNO055 and LEDs, one in 
colour and one IR. These 
were included in the design 
to allow either the IR-based tracking system or a visible light system to 
be implemented in future iterations fo the toolkit. Fig.2 shows the 
circuit design for the Limpet module.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 
Figure 8 : Shows the prototype circuit diagram for the Limpet 
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As with the design of the Hand, the circuit was first set-up on a 
breadboard and tested using the feasibility tests developed in the 
technical research phase. (Fig.3)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once the design had been tested and deemed to be functional, 
the whole system was transferred to prototyping board, and the 
components were soldered into place. (Fig.4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With the prototype Limpets controller constructed, and again 
tested for shorts and dry joints, the next step was to strip out and 
replace the electronics from the PlayStation Balster. 
Figure 9 
Figure 10 
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(7.2.2) Creating the First Game Controller: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The images above (Fig.5) show the process of fitting out the 
recycled PS2 controller. The limpet controller was mounted inside the 
device with copper conduction pads added to the areas most likely to 
be held/Pick-up by the end-user.  
The Control board was updated with version one of a master 
control script that combined all the functions created during the 
technical research phase. This meant that the Balster was outputting, 
the following Data to the Hand Device: 
• Device Name: Blaster 
• Rotation data: X/Y/Z 
• Trigger Data: High/Low (1/0) 
• Touch Data: High/LO. W (1/0) 
As with previous iterations, the data was transmitted with a start 
and end marker, so that received information could be correctly 
assigned to the desired game object. However, instead of leading 
each value with a letter to identify it, this time, the individual variables 
between the start and end markers were separated by a comma. As 
the Hand would be compiling the data from three Limpets into One 
Figure 11 
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continues steam of output, the comma was added so that each part 
could be easily separated in Unity. 
With all the relevant circuitry in place and code installed a 3D 
model of that would be the virtual proxy for the real Blaster was 
created with the Maya 2019 (Autodesk, 2013) modelling package. 
(Fig.6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To test the Blaster, the output stream from the Limpet was 
monitored, and the data being transmitted was then checked against 
what was received in Unity. The Blaster was them deemed ready for 
use in the final evaluation.  
(7.3) Conclusions from Phase Three:  
 The objectives of this phase of prototyping were to develop a 
system for tracking mobile interactions. This was achieved by first 
designing and implementing a prototype control board (Limpet). 
Through the use of an Arduino Library, a system of capacitive touch 
was applied to act as an external collision system. The results were 
that the toolkit now had a prototype piece of hardware, that allowed 
Passive Haptic interaction.  
 A design consideration that still needed to be addressed is 
covered in the final prototyping sections. That is how the capacitive 
touch information was translated into a positioning system, in brief, this 
was achieved by parenting the Blaster to one of the virtual hand 
models created by the LEAP motion, and then the position was taken 
based on the Leap motions tracking.  
 
Figure 12 : 3D models of the blaster from Maya 
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Prototype Phase Four (8) 
(8.1) Introduction: 
 In the final stage of the prototyping phase, the aim was to 
develop each of the prototypes created so far into a single complete 
and functioning first version of the Haptic Prototyping Toolkit. The 
objectives being to ensure that each of the prototype Limpet control 
boards was suitably housed so that they are ready to be used in a user 
evaluation. To achieve the objectives, the limpets were divided into 
two types of tracker, in line with the definitions created in chapter 
4.2.3, they will be referred to as Mobile and Static. 
• Mobile: Will be used for the mobile interaction detections 
and will have the BNO055 IMU, and capacitive touch 
system included. 
• Static: Will be used for tracking Static Interactions, 
therefore, will only have digital and analogue input/output 
capabilities 
This design choice was made as it reduces the cost of each unit, 
helping to ensure the solution adheres the overall objective of creating 
a low-cost solution. Also, the inclusion of the IMU in the static limpets 
would be a waste of computing power as they will not be used.  
Once the competed system is in place, the design process will 
focus on creating the evaluation environment, details of this process 
are included in chapter 9. 
(8.2) Designing and Building the Limpet prototypes: 
 To begin the creation of the final system design, first, prototype 
boards required producing, and plans for their housing were made. 
(8.2.1) Mobile Limpets:  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13: Mabile Limpet Module Case 
Design  
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Fig.1 shows the concept of art for the Mobile limpet modules; this 
design was then used to create the housing that would hold the active 
trackers, that were not being directly installed into hardware peripheral, 
such as the blaster. 
Fig.2 shows the competed Limpet v1.0 Mobile tracker: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The outcome produced a small, discrete tracking unit, which is 
capable of detecting six touch input, 3 Digital Inputs (as well as two 
onboard triggers, three analogue Inputs and control over either I.R. or 
visible light L.E.D's. L.E.D control is included for the future 
development of a more advanced position tracking system.  
(8.2.2) Static Limpets: 
To build the static limpets, the prototype board built in phase 
Two was first housed to give it protection and allow for ease of 
installation into a target environment. (Fig.3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Production and Finished Mobile Limpet 
Tracker 
Figure 15: Static Limpet One: 
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Once this was complete, a second design was created to make 
another static tracker as the intention was to demonstrate a scene 
which uses three limpets, one mobile and two static. The number of 
peripheral is currently limited to three as this is how many serial ports 
were available on the teensy 3.2.  
For the 2nd static tracker, the design was improved from the first 
iteration, an improved housing was developed, and analogue and 
digital inputs were separated to enable more straightforward 
attachment of the sensor devices. (Fig.4 )  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With the Three peripheral devices now in a final prototype stage, 
the next step was to test the full system in the demo scene created in 
chapter 7, with the addition of the blaster and a 2nd static tracker that 
acted as a trigger in the space.  
 
(8.3) Full system Testing:  
Now that a complete functioning prototype Haptic Toolkit had 
been developed the next step was to test if the entire system provided 
a consistent and low latency experience.  
Due to the limits in computational power available on the Teensy 
3.2 in the Hand device, all received data was being compiled into one 
continues steam of information, with the pre-configured scripts from 
the feasibility testing applied to split the data in Unity. While this 
approach had proved successful in the previous tests when the full 
system was put into place, the result was not satisfactory. It produced 
Figure 16: Static Tracker Two:  
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very high levels of latency, which in turn made the virtual world 
unpleasant to be in.  
This latency was being caused as the system was hanging 
waiting for a correct read of the incoming data, as the system was still 
suffering from the initially observed system miss reads, where data 
could not be converted into the required float variables.  
The first step to address this was to create a new function that 
used a Regex (Regular Expression) pattern to ensure that the system 
only attempts to process Strings received in the correct format and 
dump those that were wrong. (Fig.5) 
 
 
 
 
  
This solution reduced the number of errors in a 10 second period 
from the average of 4700 miss reads, to 520, but there was still 
significant lag in the system,  so a second solution was required. The 
approach taken was to utilised Unity's' ability to operate muli-
threading. Multi-Threading allows scripts to run on separate loops so 
that if one hangs, it does not cause the whole system to freeze, so a 
separate thread was created for the Hand and each of the Limpets 
incoming data.   
To implement this new code was written the created a sperate 
thread to handle the incoming data from the Hand, with the rest of the 
program running on the main thread. A system of synchronised ques 
Figure 17:Regular Expersion used to check the incoming data was in the correct format: 
Figure 18:  code to control muli-threading in Unity 
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was then also implemented to hold each variable as it was received 
until it was needed in the scene.  Fig.6 shows examples of the new 
functions created to handle multi-threading. With the new system in 
place the demo scene was rerun, this time the latency had been 
removed and the scene ran smoothly, however, implementing four 
separate threads proved to be very computationally expensive and 
after around 5mins of testing the system overloaded and crashed the 
computer.  
At this point, there seemed to be only two options to improve the 
efficacy of the system design, one would be to upgrade to a more 
powerful P.C, but this goes against the concept of designing for older 
models of computers to help keep development costs low. Two was to 
reconsider the microcontroller used in the Hand Device to improve the 
quality and consistency of the flow of data.  
It was the second option that would provide the solution. As 
further online research into microcontrollers led to the discovery of 
anew model of the Teensy which had just been released by PJRC 
electronics. The Teensy 4.0, which offered computational power that 
was provided by an A.R.M. Cortex-M7 processor at 600 MHz, making 
not only the most powerful microcontroller currently available but offers 
processing speeds approximately 15 times faster than the currently 
used version 3.2. Other advantages are that it comes in the same form 
as the 3.2, so would fit into the current designs, but even more 
importantly it offered seven serial ports, which potentially meant that 
the H.T.P could be upgraded to control seven limpets.  To develop four 
more peripherals was considered beyond the scope of the current 
aims of the project. Still, to enhance the evaluation, a fourth limpet was 
designed to provide a 2nd mobile tracker.  
To incorporate the new microcontroller into the system version 
one of the Hand was redesigned. This upgrade to the system while 
providing more power also helps to demonstrate that the H.P.T 
designed is adaptable and will be upgradable as newer 
microcontrollers become available.  
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(8.4) Development of the Hand 2.0: 
Fig.7 shows the new layout and pin configuration designed for 
the 2nd iteration of the Hand Device. From this, a circuit board and 
casing were produced as shown in Fig.8.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19: Hand 2.0 pin out and circuit board layout 
Figure 20: Completed Hand 2.0  
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With a more powerful Hand Device, now handling the incoming 
signals from the Limpets, the method of transferring data was also 
upgraded to take advantage of the new processing power. To create a 
more stable output of data, the Hand device now complied all received 
data into a single line and sent the whole package in one go. (Fig.9) 
 
 
 
 
 
Now all the data was being sent in one packet the scripts to 
handle the incoming data were upgraded and simplified to reduce the 
stress put on the host p.c and prevent the system from crashing. A 
single extra thread was created to control the incoming data and avoid 
any latency on the main thread. Boolean functions were designed to 
allow the triggers and touch sensors to fire events in the environment. 
(Fig.10) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 21: New Hand 2.0 sends all received data as one line 
Figure 220: Simpe bool function returns true when the trigger is pulled 
Figure 9: New format for outputting Data from the Hand 
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With the Hand 2.0 operational, the final step in developing the 
full system was to create a way to allow the mobile objects to use the 
positioning data from the Leap Motion. 
(8.5) Creating Position Tracking: 
To enable objects to be moved around in the virtual environment 
required a new script to be created in Unity. This script provides the 
means to attach an object to a fixed point of the hand model generated 
by the Leap Motion, transferring the transform data of the position in 
3D space from the Hand to the object allowing its location to be 
tracked. 
(8.6) Conclusions from Phase Four: 
 The objective of this phase of design was to test the full system 
capabilities, to identify any problems with the H.P.T design before the 
final user evaluation took place. As shown, there were several issues 
with the first iteration of the system designs, which have now been 
addressed and accounted for. Having established that a full system 
was now functional, the design of the Evaluation Environment could 
begin.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
**End of Chapter, space left intently blank** 
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Prototype Phase Five (9) 
(9.1) Introduction: 
 The final stage of the design process was to develop evaluation 
environments to conduct user research into the feasibility of the 
proposed approach to Passive Haptic Interaction. 
 The object was to look for indications that this approach to 
Passive Haptics interaction has a measurable effect on the perceived 
sense of Presence of users in the V.E. To achieve this Presence 
would be measured using the IGroup I.P.Q. (IGroup Presence 
Questionaire)(igroup.org, 2001). As previously mentioned in section 
2.1, the IGroup questionnaire is designed to be used in comparative 
studies between groups. The results provide a presence profile of the 
application or technology being compared. For this evaluation process, 
the comparison study will be conducted between interaction using the 
H.T.C. Vive controllers (Valve, 2017) and the same interactions 
completed using the Haptic Prototyping Toolkit. The predicted 
outcome is that the perceived sense of Presence will be in higher 
when experiencing the Passive Haptic approach, which would be in 
line with previous findings on engaging the natural touch sense (Insko, 
2001).  
To begin creating the evaluation environment, certain design 
choices needed to be made. The first being what approach to take with 
regards to types of interaction to include in the environment design. 
From the analysis carried out in the literature review of the previous 
research into Immersion and Presence, there is evidence that video 
games are an engaging activity and can be used to facilitate this type 
of experiment. Some examples of the kinds of games used previously 
are Formula One, Half-Life and Unreal Tournament (Cheng and 
Cairns, 2005; Jennett et al., 2008; Bracken and Skalski, 2009; Weibel 
and Wissmath, 2011) 
Building on this idea of using video games, the decision was 
taken to create a virtual environment that had elements of puzzle-
solving and some interactive gameplay. The types of interaction 
represented will be inline with the findings of the initial design work 
presented in chapter 3; therefore, they should include the following: 
• Demonstration of rotation around a fixed point or points.  
• Include an object which can be picked up and carried.  
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• Include an object that has a secondary feature of input as 
well as being moveable.  
 Refining this idea further by applying the principles of 
Substitutional Reality and taking inspiration from Ivan Sutherlands 
‘Ultimate Display’ concept (Sutherland, 1968) and the Holodeck from 
Star Trek (Steinicke et al., 2008) a design idea was developed. 
 The evaluation would be conducted in a virtual environment, 
that consisted of a simple scenario that includes four tasks:  
• Step One: Users will be asked to pull a lever in the room, 
which will transform it from an office to ‘another world’.  
• Step Two: Users will need to pick-up and carry a ‘key’ and 
place it on a target across the room.  
• Step Three: Users will be required to open a ‘safe’ and 
remove a ‘blaster’ from inside.  
• Step Four: Users will be asked to shoot a series of targets 
using the blaster.  
  As there are physical objects in the virtual space there is 
potential for a participant to trip or otherwise injure themselves, so, for 
this reason, the decision was made not to include audio in the 
experiment to enable constant communication with the participant. 
There is a secondary advantage to the choice not to add sound as it 
removes any influence that an audio track my have on the sense of 
Presence felt by the participant, which could influence the findings of 
the experiment.    
  
(9.2) Design and Implementation of the Environment:    
 The design process began by selecting a target space to provide 
the primary physical proxy for the virtual environment. Empty office 
space was chosen to test using the H.P.T to conduct Immersion and 
Presence investigations in a real-world setting, demonstrating the 
potential of increased accessibility to research into the field by showing 
that data can be collected outside of a laboratory environment.   
The creation of the virtual environment began by taking pictures 
of the space from multiple angles to aid in the 3D-modelling process 
(Fig1).   
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Measurements of the dimensions of each part of the space were 
recorded  (Fig.2) to ensure a high level of accuracy when creating the 
virtual content to overlay.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 23; Office Spcce selected as the target environment 
Figure 24: Sketch of the dimentsions of the Room 
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Using the data and pictures collected 3D models of the space 
were created using MAYA 2019 (Autodesk, 2013), Fig.3 shows the 
basic virtual overlay on the left and real-world on the right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The Models were then developed further, and colour textures 
were added to match as closely as possible to their real-world proxies. 
See Fig.4.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once the basic structure of the room was completed, 
development of the points of interaction began. Step one is a wall-
mounted lever to facilitate the change in the environment. When 
pulled, the lever triggers an animation that caused the walls to drop 
away, and a new world to be revealed. (Fig.5)  
 
Figure 4: Adding textured graphics to increase the realism of the environment  
Figure 25 : Left – Virtual Overlay, Right – Real-World 
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Figure 6: Users View of environment before Lever is Pulled  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig 6 & 7 show the in users view in the scene before and after 
the lever is pulled. Once the user is presented with the new 
environment, there are three remaining steps to complete. 
 
 
 
Figure 5:  shows the animation that changes the environment : From left to right, the 
lever is pulled, the old walls fall away and the new environment drops into place.  
Figure 7: View of the new environment after the Lever 
is pulled  
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• First Pick-up a key and place it onto a “lock” on safe 
 
• Second to open the safe and retrieve the blaster 
 
 
• Thirdly to use the blaster to shoot a series of targets 
 
  
 
Each step in the experiment is designed to test a feature of the 
H.P.T.  
• Step one tests and demonstrates the ability to simulate a 
pull/push motion. 
• Step two shows how the system can be used to create 
objects that can be picked up and carried.  
• Step three shows rotation detection for hinges to make 
virtual doorways. 
• Step four demonstrates interaction with objects that have 
an input feature as well as physical properties. 
Once the experiment is complete, the results of the I.P.Q. will 
provide a Presence profile for the H.P.T, which will be used to assess 
the Systems Immersion. Also, by observing the participants while 
completing the tasks using the H.P.T modules, a visual assessment of 
how well they perform will be carried out, noting any unforeseen issues 
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with the current prototype design. The findings will then be analysed, 
and the outcomes will be used to inform improvements to the system 
design as well as revealing any indications that this approach to 
Passive Haptics warrants further research.  
With the digital content required for the Substitutional Reality 
created and a methodology for collecting data from the users 
completed, the next step in the design process was to develop the 
physical hardware that would provide the proxies for the points of 
interaction.  
(9.3) Designing the Hardware Prototypes:  
**(Design Appendix P:98-108, contain further photographic evidence of the 
hardware design process)** 
 To enable all of the required interactions in the evaluation scene, 
three new items of hardware needed to be developed, two using static 
versions of the Limpets and one more mobile type. The lever and the 
Hinge mechanic would use the static modules as they only need to 
output the rotation of one axis. The mobile Limpet would be used for 
the key as this requires the output of all three axes. For the blaster, the 
prototype developed in phase three would be used as it already had 
the required functionality.  
To keep in line with the approach of using 2nd hand or upcycled 
materials to reduce the environmental impact of making new 
prototypes 2nd hand Meccano sets were selected to build the 
necessary parts. The advantage of using Meccano is that it can be 
adapted to suit a wide range of design solutions and can be acquired 
easily from 2nd hand shops.  
The process of creating each interaction point followed similar 
steps to building the environment. A proxy object was selected for 
each, and measurements were taken to enable a 3D model to be 
created. For the lever, a section of broom handle was attached to a 
Meccano frame linked to a Limpet module, configured to detect the 
rotation of the lever around its pivot. A switch added at the base is 
depressed when the lever is pulled down, triggering animation in V.E. 
to start the scenario. Fig 8 shows the finished prototype lever.  
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For the key, an empty plastic container was fitted with an Mobile 
Limpet module, and the outside was wrapped in conductive copper 
Figure 8: Interaction point One: Lever, constructed from Meccano and a Limpet Module : 
Shown it situ in the evaluation environement  
Figure 9: Mobile Tracker placed inside empty plastic container to create a movebale object as the 2nd  
interaction point  
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strips to enable touch detection. Once again, a scale model of the 
proxy object was created to act as the digital overlay. (Fig 9) 
 To build the ‘safe’ a small cupboard was chosen to be the proxy 
object, and Meccano was employed again to build the framework for 
the sensor. To track the rotation of the hinge, a modified version of the 
door tracker developed in Phase Two was created, adapted to fit the 
cupboard door. (Fig.10)  
 Once the design and implementation of the Haptic environment 
was completed, a second version was developed that uses the 
traditional H.T.V. Vive controllers for interaction. To achieve this, the 
same 3D scene was used, but the physical proxies were removed, and 
traditional collision detection methods were applied to detect user 
interaction.  
(9.4) Conclusions from the Evaluation Design:  
 The objectives of this phase were to design and create two 
Virtual Environments to assess the feasibility of the proposed 
approach to Haptic Interaction. One built upon the principles on 
Substitutional Reality and enhanced to include passive haptic 
interactions enabled by the H.P.T. and the other built on the same 
environment but using traditional V.R. controllers for interaction, to 
enable a between-groups comparison study. The results and 
conclusions of this study are presented in the next chapter of this 
thesis.  
Figure 10: modded door tracker applied to cupboard to allow it to be tracked in VR 
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Evaluation (10)  
 (10.1) Introduction: 
 Evaluation of the Haptic Prototype Toolkit (H.P.T) was designed 
to assess the technical capability of the system, validity of the system 
as a research tool and highlight indications that this approach to 
Haptics adds to the Immersive experience of a Virtual Environment 
(V.E), demonstrating the potential for further research and design work 
to further our understanding of Immersion, Presence and Interactivity.   
 As discussed in the previous chapter, the evaluation would be 
between groups, be conducted in the V.E. created in phase five, and 
involve the completion of 4 simple interactive tasks:  
• Pull a lever. 
• Pick-up and carry an object. 
• Open a door. 
• Pick-up an object and use it to interact with the 
environment.  
These four tasks form the dependant variables of the study. The 
independent variable was the method of interaction, either the H.T.C. 
Vive controllers or Leap motion and the H.P.T. Participants were 
asked to complete the four tasks once with Vive controllers and then 
once with the Passive Haptic system. As an extra measure of 
comparison, the participants were split into two groups; the first group 
conducted the scenario with the Vive controllers first (Group1) and the 
second group used the H.P.T approach first (Group2). Participants 
were then required to complete the I.P.Q survey at the end of each 
session. They were asked to complete the I.P.Q while in isolation to 
minimise outside influences. It was also requested that they did not 
discuss their responses to the I.P.Q with any other participants. The 
findings from the I.P.Q were then used to calculate a presence profile 
for the two approaches to interaction. The predicted outcome being 
that the H.P.T would score a higher value and therefore indicate a 
positive result in support of this approach to Passive Haptic 
Interaction.  
Presented in two sections below are the methodology and 
results of the user study and findings of the technical assessment. 
Conclusions are drawn from each separately, including a discussion of 
identified issues with the system and possible approaches to future 
works.  
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(10.2) User Study: 
 The user evaluation was conducted with twelve participants, 
selected from colleagues and faculty members of the University of 
York Department of Theatre, Film, Television and Interactive 
Media(TFTIM). The demographics of the group were: 60% Male, 30% 
Female, with 10% preferring not to answer. The age range was from 
18 – 53; the mean age was 27.  
 Each participant was selected on the precondition that they had 
previous experience of Virtual Reality. This was done to alleviate the 
chance of people experiencing motion sickness, which can be a side 
effect of first experiencing V.R. They were also all given a participant 
information sheet which detailed: the motivation behind the 
investigation, clearly explained their participation was entirely optional, 
that they were free to exit the study at any time, that a video capture 
system would record their experience for technical referencing and 
outlined the details of how any personal data would be handled, 
ensuring it was clear this research was adhering to university 
guidelines.  
The method of completion for the scenario followed these steps:  
• Participants were introduced to the V.R equipment, and a brief 
explanation of how to safely remove the H.M.D was given.  
• Participants were informed that a researcher would be present in 
the room with them at all times during the experiment. To 
observe the technical proficiency of the H.P.T and to assist in the 
event of an emergency. 
• An explanation of the video capture system was given, outlining 
how the session would be recorded from their point of view, for 
further technical analysis and that they would not be identifiable 
from the footage.  
• An explanation of required tasks to complete in the scenario was 
then provided; this was done before entering the V.E. to 
minimise the requirement for instruction during participation as 
outside distractions could affect the immersiveness of the 
experience.  
• The process of how they would be interacting with the 
environment was then explained—detailing how to use the 
H.T.C. Vive controller and alternatively how the Leap Motion and 
H.P.T would allow them to use there hands as controllers.  
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• Once the scenario was completed the participants were given 
space in a separate room to complete the I.P.Q; this also acted 
as an opportunity to take a break from the V.R. equipment before 
they completed it for a second time.  
The results of the user investigation were evaluated using the 
IGroup I.P.Q survey from 2001 (igroup.org, 2001). This version of the 
Presence questionnaire was selected over the earlier version created 
by Singer and Wilber (Singer and Witmer, 1998) as it has been 
developed explicitly for between-group studies of Virtual Reality 
systems. The I.P.Q contains a series of questions designed to 
measure Involvement (INV), Spacial Presence (S.P.) and Experienced 
Realism (REAL) to form a presence profile for each interaction 
method. Statistical analysis was carried out on the results of the I.P.Q., 
by conducting a one-way ANOVA on the means of the INV, S.P. and 
REAL values. This study assumes that: the null hypothesis is that 
there will be no implied improvement in perceived Presence when 
using the new HPT. The proposed outcome is that using the Passive 
Haptics approach offered by the HPT participants will perceive a 
greater sense of Presence. The calculations were conducted based on 
an alpha value of 0.05, which means that any calculated p-value less 
than or equal to 0.05 can be considered a statistical signification 
pointer towards rejecting the null hypothesis and in support of the 
proposed outcome.  
The results can be seen as a measure of the System Immersion, 
which will be used to determine the effectiveness of the H.P.T 
approach to interaction and evaluate the feasibility of this approach to 
Passive Haptics.  
(10.2.1) Results: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26: Presence Profiles for The HTC Vive Controller(Grey) and H.P.T interaction (Orange) 
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Fig.1 is a visual representation of the combined presence 
profiles for Group1 and Group2, for each method of interaction. It 
shows that overall the Passive Haptic Approach scored higher in all 
categories of the I.P.Q. The results from the one ANOVA confirm this 
and also show a statistically significant shift was seen in the 
Experienced Realism category (Fig.2). The Sig. or p-value for REAL is 
0.024; this is less than the alpha value of 0.05, indicating a statistically 
significant increase in perceived realism for the Passive Haptic 
approach.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Further analysis of the results from each group of participants 
revealed that this increase in Experienced Realism when using the 
H.P.T was higher in Group1. Also, the results from Group1 showed a 
statistically significant increase in the Spatial Presence score.  
 Fig.3 shows the Presence  Profiles for each interaction method 
for Group1.  The results of the one-way ANOVA comparison show that 
there is a statistically significant increase in Experienced Realism and 
Spatial Presence for the Passive Haptic approach (Fig.4) 
Combined Means  HTC VIVE Haptics Sig. 
Involvement  (INV) 2.72 2.87 0.817 
Spatial Presence (SP) 4.13 4.83 0.089 
Experienced Realism (REAL) 1.89 2.79 0.024 
Figure 27: Table showing the outcome of the One ANOVA of the means for each interaction method 
Figure 28: Presesnce Profiles of Participants who experienced the HTC Vive 
controller interaction method first 
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In this case, the relevant p-values are 0.05 for S.P. and 0.007 for 
REAL, confirming their statistical significance. This demonstrates more 
positive reinforcement for the approach to using Passive Haptics 
offered by the H.P.T.  
 The analysis of the results from Group2, those who used the 
H.P.T approach first, showed no statistically significant difference in 
any of the measured fields, as the graphic in Fig.5 shows the two 
presence profiles are almost the same.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The outcomes of the ANOVA confirmed these findings. However, 
the Passive Haptic approach does still score slightly higher in all three 
categories. (Fig.6). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vive first HTC VIVE Haptics Sig. 
Involvement  (INV) 2.958333 3.125 0.852 
Spatial Presence (SP) 4.4 5.13 0.050 
Experienced Realism (REAL) 1.79 3.33 0.007 
Figure 29: Results of the one-way ANOVA for Group1: Using the H.T.C. Vive controllers first 
Haptics first HTC VIVE Haptics Sig. 
Involvement  (INV) 2.5 2.62 0.898 
Spatial Presence (SP) 3.86 4.53 0.371 
Experienced Realism (REAL) 2 2.25 0.636 
Figure 31: Results of the one-way ANOVA for Group2: Using the Passive Haptic Approach first 
Figure 30: Presesnce Profiles of Participants who experienced the Haptic Prototype Toolkit  
interaction method first 
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(10.2.2) Conclusions from User Study: 
 The study demonstrated an indication that Passive Haptic 
Interactions conducted using the HPT result in a greater sense of 
Presence in the user. Which for this research work is interpreted as 
showing that the HPT method of interaction exhibited indications of a 
higher level of System Immersion than the traditional controllers.  
  Due to the limited size of the test group, the results do not 
provide enough data to prove this conclusively. However, they do 
provide enough information to show support for further research using 
this approach to Haptic Interaction and for the feasibility of the system 
itself. The outcome of the study highlights two opportunities for further 
investigation:  
• There is an indication that the H.P.T method of interaction had a 
higher System Immersion than the current traditional controllers. 
Further research is needed to show if this trend continues in a 
more extensive and more diverse group of participants. As was 
noted in the literature review, restricting participants to students 
and academics may "inadvertently alienate a significant portion 
of the general population." (Oh et al., 2016, p. 2). Which could 
negatively influence future design iterations of the Haptic Toolkit. 
• There was little difference between the results of the presence 
profiles for Group2, participants who completed the scenario with 
the Passive Haptic method of interaction first. In contrast, the 
results were much more favourable for Group1. The implications 
from this could be interpreted as; any perceived increase in 
Presence resulted from having experienced the scenario with the 
Vive controllers first, which gave Group1 a base of reference on 
which to make a comparison. This suggests an interesting 
avenue for further research to determine the extent to which 
having the experience of the traditional interaction method to 
compare the H.P.T system to, influences how immersive the V.E. 
is perceived to be.  
 
**Full results of the evaluation are included in the Design appendix (P:109-115). 
Samples of the Video Captures taken during the assessment are included in the 
digital appendix folder, and a copy of the I.P.Q survey and Participant Information 
sheet is included after the appendix at the end of this document. ** 
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(10.3) Technical Evaluation: 
 The main objective of this part of the evaluation process was to 
assess the H.P.T based on the technical design. The outcome was to 
conclude the suitability of the first full system prototype and identify 
possible design improvements for future iterations of the system.  
 The assessment was carried out through observation of the 
participants' interactions with the hardware prototypes and review of 
the video captures taken during the user study. As outlined in phase 
five (chapter 9) each step of the user study was designed to test the 
Limpet modules ability to simulate a specific type of interaction. 
 
• Step one tests and demonstrates the ability to simulate a 
pull/push motion. This interaction was represented by the 
lever. From the observations, one main issue with the 
current design was noted. There was an issue with the 
synchronisation of the motion of the physical proxy and the 
virtual lever. Which looked at first like system lag, but upon 
debugging the cause was found to be a replication of the 
issue discovered in the feasibility testing (4.3.3). Through 
repeated use, the P.O.T. used to detect rotation had 
moved so that rotation began in the dead zone causing the 
first 10-20degrees of rotation to be missed.  
• Step two shows how the system can be used to create 
objects that can be picked up and carried. This interaction 
was represented by the key. Two main processes were 
being tested here. Firstly, the ability of the Mobile Limpet to 
relay rotation data in real-time: This was observed to be 
successful and highly responsive to changes in angle. 
Secondly, the efficiency of the external collision detection 
system developed in phase three (7.2) was assessed; this 
part of the system proved to be very buggy. The most 
common issue was the system detecting the object had 
been picked up before the participant had the proxy in 
hand, caused by accidental completion of the touch circuit; 
this resulted in the virtual object miss aligning with the 
proxy. This miss alignment was further increased as 
instead of aligning with the palm; held objects appeared to 
be attached to the centre of the index finger.  
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• Step three shows rotation detection for hinges to make 
virtual doorways. The safe door was used to represent this 
static interaction. The mechanism for detecting the position 
of the door worked to a high standard, although some 
slight alignment issues were discovered, due once again to 
the movement of the P.O.T.  
• Step four demonstrates interaction with objects that have 
an input feature as well as physical properties. The blaster 
represented this interaction, and again this step had to 
features to assess. The collision detection performed better 
with this proxy object; this may be due to the position of the 
touch sensors, as the configuration on the handle of the 
blaster reduced the chances of accidental circuit 
completion. The virtual object also suffered from the 
previously identified alignment issues. However, the 
biggest problem with this prototype was due to the IMU unit 
malfunctioning at the start of the first user test, resulting in 
it having to be disabled for the remainder of the study. The 
outcome of this fault was that the blaster could only be 
moved on the x,y and z-axis, no rotation was possible, 
which provided a challenge to all participants when 
completing the final task.   
As the technical evaluation has shown, there were several 
issues with the current prototype of the H.P.T, which will require 
addressing in future iterations of the design solution. However, the 
system performed well enough to establish there is merit to this 
approach to Passive Haptic Interaction. As despite the technical issues 
outlined above, they do not appear to have had an impact on the 
perceived realism of the virtual environment. This suggests support for 
the findings of earlier work by Cheng and Cairns that inconsistencies 
in realism do not appear to have a negative effect on Immersion. 
(Cheng and Cairns, 2005) 
As a final measure of evaluation, the prototype system can be 
assessed based on a key objective of this research work, which was to 
ensure that any design solution was as accessible to as broad a range 
of developers as possible. With the intention being that through better 
access to research tools, this would create an opportunity for new 
directions in investigations into Immersion, Presence and Interactivity. 
The principle idea to achieve this was to ensure that the final system 
design was low-cost. To ensure that the design process adhered to 
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this objective, three design criteria were developed, the final prototype 
design can be judged based on these criteria: 
D1. Sourced from pre-established hardware where possible or 
constructed from easy to source pieces. 
Answer: The system is built on standard electrical components that are 
affordable and easily sourced and using hardware that was already 
available but not applied in the way it is used here. 
D2. Built on a commonly accessible and where available free to use 
development platforms. 
Answer: The development platforms used were all free to use, Unity3d 
and the Arduino IDE, some 3D modelling work was completed in Maya 
as that was available to use, however, this is not a free software 
package, but free alternatives are available such as Blender. 
D3. Where reasonable incorporate the use of upcycling of components 
from obsolete, 2nd hand or damage technology, to reduce cost and for 
the obvious environmental benefits.  
Answer: The hardware prototypes created for the evaluation were all 
built from recycled materials or items acquired from 2nd hand stores.  
  As a result of designing with these guidelines in mind the final 
cost of the system prototype was calculated to be £307.40 (see 
Table.1)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
To give this figure some context, if we compare it to the active 
haptics systems currently commercially available it was previously 
established that they cost around £5000 per pair (Robertson, 2019), 
and a pair of H.T.C Vive controllers costs around £240 (HTC, 2017) so 
the proposed Haptic Prototype Toolkit can be considered a low-cost 
alternative approach to Haptic interaction.  
Another clear indication that there is merit to the use of the 
Haptic Prototype Toolkit as a research tool is that its application here 
Table 1: Cost breakdown of the final system prototype 
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enabled the user study to be carried out. As, without the H.P.T, the 
type of comparison study conducted would not have been possible, 
without the use of expensive advanced Active Haptics. This highlights 
the opportunity for new avenues of research into Immersion, Presence 
and Interactivity offered by this approach to creating Passive Haptic 
Interactions.  
(10.4) Conclusions from Evaluation: 
The objective of the evaluation phase of this research project 
was to establish the feasibility of the H.P.T technical proficiency as a 
research tool and as a method of increased Interactivity when applying 
Passive Haptics to a virtual environment. The overall findings from the 
evaluation show positive indications that there is validity to this 
approach to Passive Haptic Interaction. The results suggest that there 
is an opportunity for new research and design work into the concept of 
Extending Substitutional Reality to further the overall understanding of 
Immersion, Presence, and Interactivity.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
**End of Chapter, space left intently blank** 
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Conclusion (11) 
(11.1) Introduction: 
 In the opening chapters of this thesis, it was proposed that the 
objective of this research and design project was to develop a 
prototype toolkit of mobile sensors. That allows the development of 
Haptic Interaction devices—building on the foundations of Passive 
Haptics and Substitutional Reality to facilitate increased levels of 
Interactivity and the method applied to enable this research would be 
an iterative design process. To support the motivation for this research 
and design work, literary evidence was presented that: 
• Provided an overview of current approaches to investigations 
into Immersion, Presence and Interactivity (I.P.I) in Virtual 
Environments, highlighting its rapidly evolving nature and 
opportunities for new research.  
• Demonstrated that Haptic Interaction plays a critical role in both 
Human-Computer Interaction and investigation into I.P.I 
• Accessibility to the research equipment required to study Haptic 
Interaction is currently limited by cost, system portability and 
complexity of the set-up. As a result of this limited access 
research is presently restricted to academic institutions and 
large industrial researchers.  
• Proposed a potential solution through the application of Passive 
Haptics, and Substitutional Reality with the requirement of 
further design work to increase levels of Interactivity offered by 
this approach.  
From the analysis of the presented evidence, the initial concept 
idea was established and presented in chapter 3, following this was a 
detailed account of the design and prototyping work undertaken to 
refine this initial concept. The outcomes of the design process were 
the development of the Haptic Prototype Toolkit, which facilitated a 
user study that provided the means for the technical assessment of the 
system, as presented in the previous chapter. Now that the research 
and design project is completed, it is possible to reflect on the 
successes and achievements by reviewing the work undertaken 
against the original research objectives (R1-R4) proposed in chapter 3.   
(11.2) Successes, Achievements and Contributions: 
 The first notable success of this research project can be 
considered to be that the prototype system designed can be used to 
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develop new hardware prototypes and has potential as a research 
toolkit; this was demonstrated by the outcomes of the technical 
evaluation and supported by the findings of the user study as 
discussed in the previous chapter. However, to review the 
achievements of the overall project, the research objectives 
established at the start can be used for assessment.  
➢ R1. Built using a technology that is based on passive 
haptics and does not need an expensive artificial feedback 
system.  
Findings: The research work completed in chapter 4 provided 
evidence that the hand tracking system provided by the Leap Motion 
would enable the use of Passive Haptics and when applied in 
combination with the Haptic Prototype Toolkit it was demonstrated that 
it is possible to create an Immersive Interactive Experience without 
relying on expensive Active Haptic Systems.  
➢ R2. Modular in design, for ease of adaption to new 
environments and control systems and creating of new 
hardware peripherals.  
Findings: The final system design consists of a network of mobile 
sensors which are modular in design, and the control (HAND) is based 
on USB connectivity to the host P.C., which means that the H.P.T is 
potentially compatible with any hardware and software interfaces 
capable of transmitting and receiving data via a serial connection. The 
production of the evaluation environment outlined in phase five of the 
design process (chapter 9) highlights the simplicity of adapting a 
regular real-world space into a virtual environment through the use of 
the H.P.T, this chapter of the design phase also demonstrated how the 
system could be adapted to create a range of hardware prototypes.   
➢ R3. Incorporate a degree of technical and user testing to 
establish the feasibility of the proposed approach to 
Passive Haptic Interaction.  
Findings: The feasibility of each of the components used in the system 
were tested before the prototyping process began, as detailed in 
chapter 4. The design solution was evaluated by a limited user study 
which highlighted the design flaws in the current iteration of the 
prototype, but also provided positive indications in support of this 
approach to Passive Haptics.  
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➢ R4. Follow a structured, iterative design process, to 
produce a design solution that has the potential to be an 
accessible means with which to study Immersion, 
Presence and Interactivity.   
Findings: There is a detailed account of the design process presented 
in chapters 5-9, that shows the iterative process taken to develop the 
prototype of the H.P.T. The outcomes of the user evaluation 
demonstrated that due to the low-cost nature of the design solution, it 
has the potential to be widely accessible, and there were also 
indications that the H.T.P could be deployed as a research toolkit.  
 The findings reviewed here present evidence that supports the 
success of this research project as a whole. The outcome of the 
research and design project is the development of the Haptic 
Prototyping Toolkit, which consists of a discrete network of mobile 
sensors. That allows the development of Haptic Interaction devices.  
 This research work contributes the foundations for a new 
approach to creating Passive Haptic Interactions in Virtual 
Environments and with further development has the potential to 
facilitate a range of future research work.  
(11.3) Future works 
 The proposed ideas for the continuation of research into this 
projects approach to Haptic Interaction can be separated into two 
sections: Future Work to improve the system design and possible 
avenues for research directions once the technical issues highlighted 
in the evaluation have been addressed.  
 On the design side, there is potential for further development in 
several areas.  
• Addition of extra limpets to utilise the full set of 
available serial ports offered by the Teensy 4.0 
• Switch the Limpet modules themselves over to 
running on the Teensy 4.0 to allow for faster data 
processing, theoretically enabling more complex 
interactions. 
• Integrate a system for force-feedback to engage the 
kinesthetic system further. 
• Investigate the potential of developing a 3D tracking 
element for the system to facilitate more freedom of 
motion in the proxy objects.    
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In the case of potential directions for further, works once a more 
stable prototype system has been developed, the most informative 
next step in the design process would be to establish a new virtual 
environment and this time test the potential of the H.P.T system 
immersion in a comparison study with an Active Haptic Solution as this 
would help to prived conclusive data on the merits of engaging the 
natural touch sense.  
(11.4) Final Closing Statement  
 This thesis represents the culmination of the research and 
design work that enabled the development of a new approach to haptic 
interaction that follows a low-cost method of engaging the human 
sense of touch. The work presented provides a foundation for future 
research into both the further development of technology that enables 
this type of Haptic Interaction and the role that haptics plays in creating 
a sense of Presence in a Virtual Environment.  
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 1 
To develop a Hardware Prototyping Toolkit (H.P.T), designed 
around a Core System Architecture (C.S.A) to facilitate the use 
of passive haptics in a virtual environment. By building on the 
principal idea of Substitutional Reality (S.R), by overlaying  
digital content onto real objects and enhancing this with a   
system that allows for interaction to be detected and translated 
into a digital response.  
Initial Design Brief: 
Design Appendix (13) 
Contained in this document are notes and photographic evidence 
that accompany the design work detailed in the main body of 
text.  
 2 
Concept Ideas:  
 3 
Concept Idea:  
 4 
RW 
RW 
RW 
VR 
VR 
VR 
Sensors placed into 
the real world de-
tect movement of 
objects, and trans-
late this into the 
virtual world, turn-
ing anything with a 
sensor into an inter-
RW 
RW 
RW 
VR 
VR 
VR 
Sensors placed onto 
smaller objects to 
allow them to be 
picked up and      
carried, turning real 
objects in virtual 
controllers. 
Concept Idea: cont..  
Comic strip below outlining how the concept of the system will 
work:  
By tracking the real-world can use the physical environment to 
create objects in the virtual space that a user can physically 
interact with.  
 5 
Development Equipment: VR Headsets: 
• Oculus Rift S Headset 
• Oculus VR 
• Retail Price £400.00 
• Display: LCD 2560*1440 
(1280x1440 per eye) 
• Input: 2nd Gen Oculus Touch    
Controller 
• Connectivity: Display port 1.2, USB 
3.0 
• HTC VIVE V1.0 
• HTC/VALE 
• Retail Price £350.00 (complete)  
• Display: OLED 2160x1200 
(1080x1200 per eye)  
• Input: Steam VR controller 
• Connectivity: HDMI 1.4, USB 3.0  
• HTC VIVE PRO 
• HTC/VALE 
• Retail Price £1299.00 
(complete)  
• Display: AMOLED 2880x1600 
(1440x1600 per eye)  
• Input: 2nd Gen Steam VR      
controller/ plus hand tracking 
• Connectivity: Display Port 1.2,  
USB 3.0 
• OSVR HDK 1.4 
• Razor 
• Retail Price £350.00 (HMD only)  
• Display: OLED 1280 x 1080 per 
eye  
• Input: works with custom con-
trollers 
• Connectivity: 2 x USB 3.0, HDMI 
1.4 and audio out.  
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Development Equipment: VR Headsets: cont... 
Of the headsets currently available the PSVR has been omitted from 
selection as it requires a PlayStation to operate and the range of 
Windows Mixed reality HMDs due them being already obsolete. The 
remining headsets are all completable with  open source or free to 
use  dev platforms so have potential for use in this project.   
Selected the HTV VIVE v1.0 , as it  
 offers the best combination of screen, functionality and price.  
 Has a vast online support network of tutorial docs,  SDK’s and 
software library's etc..  
 HMD has available USB for addition of peripheral devices.  
 Has built in camera for potential hand/object tracking  
 Can operate tethered or wirelessly (with adapter)  
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Development Equipment: Hand Tracking: 
As the aim is to engage the natural touch 
sense then the best option is to use the 
Leap Motion controller. It has  
 support for integration into the HTC VIVE/PRO and Oculus 
HMDs.  
 developer portal and support software for free and open source 
dev environments.  
 120fps capture rate suing IR cameras so accurate  
 135 degree Filed of View  
implementing hand tracking using computer vision, but as support for 
this  on the HTC Vive v1.0 is only currently available in Beta form and 
not reliable through the built in camera  in HMD, to get this working 
properly will require an external camera, and if I’ll need to add         
another devices to make it work it makes more sense to use one the 
has a proven record of high accuracy and reliability.  
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Development Equipment: Microcontrollers: 
As the intention is to create a modular system of peripherals , 
they will need to be powered by some form of microcontroller :   
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Development Equipment: Microcontrollers: cont.. 
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Development Equipment: Microcontrollers: cont.. 
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Development Equipment: Microcontrollers: cont.. 
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Development Equipment: Microcontrollers: cont.. 
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Development Equipment: Microcontrollers: cont.. 
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Development Equipment: Microcontrollers: cont.. 
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Development Equipment: Microcontrollers: cont.. 
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Development Equipment: Design Environment  
 Easy to use interface 
 Designed to be adaptive - editor is fully editable, 
can add custom menu’s, setting etc.. 
 Free to use unless your making over £1000,000 
 Full support for all VR HMDs and the Leap Motion 
 Excellent online support and pre-existing code    
repositories  
 
 17 
Brainstorm of interactions likely in a video game environment.  
Colours highlight groups of type of interaction: 
 
Green: Objects that require tracking in 3d space and will also 
need some kind of input (trigger on a gun etc) 
Blue: Moveable inanimate objects who will only need either an 
initial location setting or will require position tracking, but no sec-
ondary triggers etc..  
Yellow: Static interactions with fixed location, but need a trigger/
button/switch. 
Purple: inanimate objects that can be pick-up and carried in the 
world, and may need to be able to interact with other objects 
through collision  
Orange: Objects with fixed position but have a pivot point or 
some form of rotating interaction.  
Peripheral Design: Types of Interaction: cont... 
 Can be split into three basic categories of interaction:  
  Pick-up/Put-down           Push/Pull 
                         Rotate/Turn     
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Peripheral Design: Types of Interaction: cont... 
 Can be split into three basic categories of interaction:  
  Pick-up/Put-down           On/Off 
                         Rotate/Pull/Push  
 
Pick-up/Put Down : This is fundamental in nearly all forms of inter-
action  (may pose the greatest challenge with regards to tracking)  
will require further research to implement. 
Rotate/Push/Pull: For doors, levers, draws etc.. Will require a 
method of  tracking rotation. 
On/Off  : For light switches, button triggers etc.  Will need a way to 
track state.  
 
Can be separated into two groups for design purposes:  
 
Static : based interactions are assumed to be, interactions with an 
object with a fixed location in 3D space, but with a pivot point or 
switch/button: Door. Lever , light switch , push button  
 
Mobile: Interactions with objects that can moved around freely in 
the virtual space, either inanimate  only requiring position/location 
tracking (chair tables etc..),  or animated which will also require 2nd 
or 3rd method of tracking, triggers on a gun etc..   
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Peripheral Design: Concept idea for sensing     
Interactions     
Original design sketch up of possible system      
architecture with standard electrical components 
providing the means to sense interactions  
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Peripheral Design: Concept idea for sensing     
Interactions cont.. 
Refined design of initial concept idea. 
Showing how sensors will detect interactions and send data to 
central controller. 
Sensing interactions can possibly be achieved through the use of 
basic electrical components and specialised sensors.  
Analog inputs:   Potentiometer or Rotary Trackers  could provide 
solution to static rotation,  turning a dial or dimming a light , or 
pressure sensing 
Digital Inputs: Switches/Buttons , tilt sensors etc. used to as 
they are for buttons and switches etc…  
Specialist Sensors: Accelerometers, gyroscopes could be used 
to track rotation of moving objects  
Wireless Controllers: Bluetooth modules or Bluetooth low ener-
gy modules.  
Wired Control: through ethernet or U.S.B. cables  
Peripheral control: Achieved through installing a microcontroller 
in the device to handle incoming sensor data  
 21 
Initial Concept System Design:  
From the design work so far an concept high level  system 
Concept:  
Peripheral devices placed into the real-world act as detectors of 
interaction, interaction detected and transmitted to P.C to design 
environment,  were they are turned into a digital reaction.  
 
Initial components :  
 Design Environment: Unity 3d 
 Peripheral Controller: Arduino Uno Rev3 
 Wired Connection: Micro USB cable 
 Wireless Connection: Bluetooth HC-05  
 Trigger: Tactile Switch  
 Rotation (static): Rotary Potentiometer  
 Rotation (moving) : Inertial Measurement Unit      
        (accelerometer/Gyro)  
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: 
Next step in design process was to test out the components 
to see if the selected parts would be sufficient , and identify 
any issue that need addressing before design continues. 
Experiment One: 
Aimb: To establish how to connect to Unity via a serial port and 
control an L.E.D, also to investigate correct baud rate in Bps to 
operate on.  
L.E.D : connected to Pin 2 of Arduino and GND 
Set up as below.  
Concept/Aims/ Circuit Set-up: 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont... 
Scripts created in Arduino IDE in C, 
and Unity (Visual Studio) C#. 
Arduino: waits for received signal 
from Unity , when received turns led 
Scripts and Method Outline: 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont... 
Unity: sends a signal when the S key is pressed, starts a timer, 
when T key pressed, stops timer and records time, T pressed each 
Time light observed in ON state.  
Method: 
Ten recordings taken for three target baud rates, slow (9600), mid 
(19200) , and fast (115200) (all in Bytes per second) , assessed 
based on how much lag in response, as lag in VR had very bad    
effect on experience.  
Scripts and Method Outline: 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont... 
RAW out put data 
from unity console, 
shows aprrox lag 
in signal for three 
baud rates, left to 
right 9600Bps, 
19200Bps and 
115200Bps 
Objective: To establish communication between the Arduino Uno 
and Unity , when key pressed in Unity turns on light in real-world 
attached to Arduino.  When Light Visibly On second key press 
stops timer and records time delay, only approx. as have to ac-
count for my own reaction time, but sufficient to demonstrate the 
effect of the baud rate.  
Out Comes:   
• Successfully established connection to unity, but coms limited to one 
way from unity out, needs to be the other way around or two way.  
• 100% success it L.E.D response 
• Identified that the optimum speed for operation is 115200Bps, higher 
speeds available but may cause transfer issue when using the Bluetooth 
Modules, slower speeds cause too much lag.  
 
Results and Findings: 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont... 
Pictures of Experiment : 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Experiment Two: 
Concept/Aims/ Circuit Set-up: 
Aim: To establish comms from Arduino to Unity, and then send data 
via USB from a interaction with a tactile switch , used to control the 
active state of an object in the Unity environment.  
Circuit set up: switch set to active on logic Low, connected to GND 
and +5v via a pull-up 4.4KΩ resistor, with the active pin connected 
to Arduino Digital Pin 3. When switch pressed puuls signal Low and 
transmits data to Unity 
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Scripts and Method Outline: 
Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Scripts and Method Outline: 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Results and Findings: 
Of the 30 signals sent from the         
Arduino to Unity only two were 
dropped, L23 and L24, 
Confirming that this approach to     
sending data via a tactile switch     
would be sufficient for the                
purposes of this project  
Objectives: To establish data transfer from the Arduino to Unity, 
once connected to send a signal from the real-world into the digital 
environment via USB, the resulting received signal is used to set 
the active state from true to false, demoing the desired outcome of 
interaction and response.  
Observations: The signal was received successfully on 93% of 
the times the button was pressed, signal dropped twice, this is    
believed to be due to pressing the switch in too quick succession, 
as there is a 1 second delay built into the code, this will need to be      
considered when taking the design further and either removed or      
reduced to eliminate the issue.  
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Pictures of Experiment : 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Experiment Three: 
Concept/Aims/ Circuit Set-up: 
Aim:  
 
  
Circuit set up:  10KΩ rotatory variable resistor connected to GND 
and +5v of Arduino, slider connected to analogue pin 0 (A0) of the 
Arduino, and connected to Unity Via USB.  
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Scripts and Method Outline: 
Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Use Arduino analogue  
input to read POT data 
and send and send as 
ASCI characters via    
the serial port. 
Conversion of string to 
Float so data can be 
used to control object 
local scale.  
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Results and Findings: 
Objectives:  To establish a method of transmitting variable data as 
opposed to a single fixed value, to be achieved by connecting a 
POT to the Arduino and sending the value to Unity to control the 
radius of a sphere. Also to check the reliability of the POT as a 
sensor  for the tool kit. 
Observations:  
• Value needed to be transmitted as chars , not as a number , 
as only transmit single bytes so number limited to 0-256, by 
sending as ASCII characters this was resolved. The subse-
quent String received in Unity was then converted to a Float 
and applied to the size of the sphere.  
• Noted that there is a dead zone at the start of rotation that will 
need to accounted for if accurate tracking is to be achieved 
• Some miss reads as received data not in correct format, not 
an issue here but maybe later, solution to be investigated later.  
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Pictures of Experiment : 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Experiment Three: 
Concept/Aims/ Circuit Set-up: 
Aim: To establish a system for transmitting multiple variables in one 
go, to unity, converting them to usable values and applying the     
results to  a game object . Also to test stability and suitability of the 
selected IMU as a device to track rotation in 3D space.   
Circuit set up:  Adafruit 9DOF IMU, connected to +5v, and GND. 
SDA of IMU to SDA of Arduino, SCL of IMU to SCL of Arduino.     
Arduino connected to P.C via USB.  
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Scripts and Method Outline: 
Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
#include <Adafruit_Sensor.h> 
#include 
<Adafruit_LSM303_U.h> 
#include 
<Adafruit_L3GD20_U.h> 
Built in libraries for Ar-
duino IDE that  make im-
plementing the use of 
IMU very straight forward 
Outputs the orienta-
tion data, preceded by 
the corresponding ax-
is   label  
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Scripts and Method Outline: 
Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
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Scripts and Method Outline: 
Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Results and Findings: 
Objectives:  By connecting an IMU to Arduino and to Unity , test 
the ability of the system to transfer multiple variables, and to test 
the efficacy of the IMUs signal stability.  
Observations:  
• This IMU not going to be suitable as the output signal is not 
consistent enough, signal drops and constant variations in  
value resulted in jittering in the Unity environment. 
• Signal drops caused the system to freeze as Unity could not 
convert the data into the desired format 
Solution:     To replace the current IMU with a more expensive and  
     reliable model, component selected is the 
     BNO055 absolute orientation unit, as this 
     model has an onboard microcontroller that 
     handles smoothing out the output signal.  
     RRP £30.00  
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Pictures of Experiment : 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Experiment Three: 
Concept/Aims/ Circuit Set-up: 
Aim:  To set-
up two Arduino Uno with HC-05 Bluetooth to establish two-way 
comms, and identify any limitations to this approach 
 
Circuit set up (MASTER):   
Tactile switch connected to Arduino as in exp2, and L..E.D set up as 
in EXp1, with a HC-05 BT module connected to the RX/TX pins of 
the Arduino, RX(BT)  to TX(UNO) and TX(BT) to RX(UNO). Need to 
be disconnected when uploading software from IDE as shares the 
port with USB. Also when configuring in AT mode reverse the      
connections.  HC-05 set to MASTER Mode and bound to Slave      
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
Concept/Aims/ Circuit Set-up: cont..  
Circuit set up (SLAVE):  . Tactile switch connected to Arduino as in 
exp2, and L..E.D set up as in EXp1, with a HC-05 BT module con-
nected to the RX/TX pins of the Arduino, RX(BT)  to TX(UNO) and 
TX(BT) to RX(UNO). Need to be disconnected when uploading soft-
ware from IDE as shares the port with USB. Also when configuring 
in AT mode reverse the      connections.  HC-05 set to SALVE Mode 
and bound to Master module.  
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Scripts and Method Outline: 
Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
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Scripts and Method Outline: 
Feasibility Testing of Base Components: Cont.. 
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Feasibility Testing of Base Components: 
Pictures of Experiment : 
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Development Equipment: Wireless Comms 
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Development Equipment: Wireless Comms 
https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/ZigBee  
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Development Equipment: Wireless Comms 
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/26198/bluetooth  
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Development Equipment: Wireless Comms 
Some Bluetooth applications, such as au-
dio streaming and data transfers, require a strong 
consistent signal and large bandwidth. Other applica-
tions do not need a strong signal and require less 
electrical power. BLE is was developed for these types 
of applications. Examples include: 
• wearable devices, such as fitness trackers 
• smart home appliances 
• proximity sensors 
https://techterms.com/definition/ble  
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Prototype Phase ONE: Data Control Device 
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Prototype Phase ONE: Data Control Device Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase ONE: Data Control Device Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase ONE: Data Control Device Cont.. 
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Screen Cap-
tures from Uni-
ty showing suc-
cessful receipt 
of signals from 
the Slave de-
vices.  
Prototype Phase ONE: Data Control Device Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase ONE: Data Control Device Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase ONE: Data Control Device Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Two : Static Interactions 
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Prototype Phase Two : Static Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Two : Static Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Two : Static Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Two : Static Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Two : Static Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Two : Static Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Two : Static Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions  
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Three : Mobile Interactions Cont.. 
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System:  
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System:  
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System:  
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System:  
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System:  
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System: Cont... 
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System: Cont... 
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System: Cont... 
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System: Cont... 
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System: Cont... 
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System: Cont... 
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System: Cont... 
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Prototype Phase Four: Full System: Cont... 
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Prototype Phase Five : Evaluation Design: 
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Prototype Phase Five : Evaluation Design: 
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Prototype Phase Five : Evaluation Design: 
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Prototype Phase Five : Evaluation Design: 
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Prototype Phase Five : Evaluation Design: 
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Prototype Phase Five : Evaluation Design: 
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Prototype Phase Five : Evaluation Design: 
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Prototype Phase Five : Evaluation Design: 
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Prototype Phase Five : Evaluation Implemented: 
 103 
Prototype Phase Five : Evaluation Implemented: 
 104 
Evaluation : Outcomes and results: 
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Evaluation : Outcomes and results: Cont... 
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Evaluation : Outcomes and results: Cont... 








